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Helsinki Watch Committee commends Svitliana Kyrychenko sentenced
U.S. delegation to Madrid Conference to three months' forced labor
NEW YORK - Speaking on behalf
of the U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee.
Chairman' Robert L.
Bernstein
expressed his "high regard for the work
of Ambassadors Griffin Bell and Max
Kampelman who have forcefully de
monstrated within a diplomatic frame
work that the Helsinki Act's commit
ment to the right of the individual to
know and act upon hisrights'willnot be
compromised by the Western demo
cracies."
Mr. Bernstein went on to point out
that "the names of more than 65 Soviet
and Czecho-Slovak citizens imprisoned
or banished for monitoring the Helsinki
Accords and for exercising their human
..rights.have, been raised in the open and
closed, deliberations of the Madrid
Review Conference which opened on
November II. At least 60 of them have
been raised by members of the U.S.
delegation."
This preliminary tally reflects a
dramatic change-in atmosphere since
the first Helsinki Iwiew Conference in
Belgrade in 1977,vljgfcre U.S. Ambassa
dor Arthur Goldberg stood alone in
publicly mentioning the names of five
Soviet political prisoners. According to
Orville Schell, vice-chairman of .the

U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee who
just returned from Madrid where he
served as a public member of the U.S.
delegation, "the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan and the sharp increase in
repression within the USSR since the
Belgrade Conference have brought
about a new unity among the Western
nations displayed in firm forthright
appeals for actions and not words from
the Soviet bloc"
The banishment of Dr. Andrei Sakharov has been strongly condemned.by
several delegates, including Dr. Philip
Handler, president of the U.S. National
Academy of Sciences, who spoke of the
deterioration of SoviebAntericanscientific exchanges, calling it a direct result
of the infringement of the rights and
freedoms of Sqviet scientists. He called
the exile of Dr. Sakharov`'a profound
shock, deeply offensive to our most'
precious befiefs."
Dr. Handler also referred to impris
oned scientists Yuri Orlov, founder of
the international citizens' Helsinki
movement, Anatoly Shcharansky, a
founding member of the Moscow Hel
sinki Watch Group and,a,Jewish activist
and refusenik, and Sergei Kovalev, a
(Continued on page 3)

The sentence stems from an adminis
trative (non-criminal) sanction leveled
at Ms: Kyrychenko during her hus
band's trial last winter. It is unclear why
she is being ordered to work off her
punishment one year after the trial.

Svitliana Kyrychenko
NEW YORK - Recent unconfirmed
reports from Ukraine indicate that
Svitliana Kyrychenko, wife of impri
soned Ukrainian dissident Yuriy Badzio, has been ordered to serve a term of
three months' forced labor, according
to the Ukrainian Supreme Liberation
Council (abroad).

Liberation Front protests Soviet repression, Helsinki act
OTTAWA - Nearly 450 people
picketed the Soviet Embassy here for
two days - on December 6 and 7 - t o
protest Soviet subjugation of East
European countries and to voice their
opposition to the Helsinki Accords.
Organizers of the demonstration, which
included members of the Ukrainian
Youth Association of Canada as well as

Negotiations on
UCCA tegin
NEW YORK - T h e Committee for
Law and Order in the UCCA met
here with Dr. Lev Dobriansky,
UCCA president, and other mem
bers of a special committee formed
for the purpose of conducting nego
tiations for uniiQF within the UCCA.
The meeting `wp held on Friday,
December 1Z Ш
The delegation of the Committee
for Law and Order was composed of
John O. Flis (Ukrainian National
Association), Dr. Boh'dan Shebunczak (Organization for the Rebirth of
Ukraine), Ivanna Rozankowsky,
(.Ukrainian Nationa,l Women's
League of America), Ivan Oleksyn
(Continued on psge M). ; .

representatives from the "Latvian, Lithuanian,Estonian and Polish commu
nities, said that the 1975 accords, which
include provisions on human rights,
primarily serve the interests of Mos
cow, reported the Ukrainian Central
Information Service.
The demonstration was coordinated
by the various organizations of the
Ukrainian Liberation Front and was
scheduled for early December to mark
the anniversary of the signing of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
which was adopted by the United
Nations on December 10, 1948. The
rally also marked the signing of the
U.N. Declaration on Independence for
Colonial Countries and Peoples on
December 14, I960.

ding the release of Soviet political
prisoners Lev Lukianenko, Vasyl Stus
and Yuriy Shukhevych, called for the
revocation of the Soviet-Canadian
"friendship protocol" as well as other
diplomatic sanctions against the Soviet
Union. They also contended that the
.Helsinki agreement, which gave the
Soviets -de jure recognition of postWorld War II borders, was ineffective
in forcing the Soviets to discontinue
prosecuting political prisoners. The
demonstrators pointed out that the
Soviet Union continues to persecute
Helsinki monitors, still has troops in
Afghanistan and is threatening to
invade Poland - all actions that violate
the Helsinki agreement.

Ms. Kyrychenko, herself an active
dissident, had her first serious brush
with Soviet authorities in 1972 when she
was dismissed from her job at the
Institute of Philosophy of the Ukrain
ian Academy of Sciences. Although the
reason for the firing was attributed to a
routine cutback of personnel, it was
revealed that she was released because
of a statement she issued on children's
rights. In the statement, she referred to
the son of dissident Nadia Svitlychna.
Authorities used the statement to
implicate MsC Kyrychenko during the
massive round-up of Ukrainian intellec
tuals that year.
Mr. Badzio, a philologist from the
Transcarpathian region of Ukraine,
was arrested in Kiev in April 1979 and
sentenced in mid-December of that year
to seven years' imprisonment and five
years' exile for "anti-Soviet agitation
and propaganda."
In an appeal to Amnesty Wternational early this year, Ms.; Kyrychenko
charged that the evidence used against
her husband was planted by the KGB.
The evidence included copies of Ivan
Dzyuba's "Internationalism or Russification" and Mykola Rudenko's "Есоп–
nomic Monologues." 'Mr. Rudenko,
head of the Ukrainian Helsinki moni
toring group.was sentenced in' 1977 to a
total of 12 years' imprisonment and
exile and is reported to be in poor
health.
The 44-year-old Mr. Badzio, best
known for his treatise "The Right to
Live," an analysis of Ukraine's subju
gation and Russification, is currently
incarcerated in a Mordovian labor
camp. The former doctoral candidate in
Ukrainian literature was a participant,
along with Mykhailyna Kotsiubynska
and others, in the dramatic 1965
Ukraine Theater incident in Kie"v,
where, on a signal from Mr. Dzyuba, a
group of Ukrainian intellectuals inter
rupted the screening and, standing on
their chairs, protested the destruction of
Ukrainian culture by the Soviet regime.

The demonstration ended with.a
Ed Broad bent, leader of the National public rally on Parliament Hill on
Democratic Party, briefly joined the December 7 and a march to the Soviet
demonstrators in front of the embassy Embassy.
and extended his support for their
cause. Another member of Cananda`s
( ( і і Г і 4 і і і 4 4 і і
Parliament. Progressive Conservative
Michael Wilson,`^poke on the value of
freedom, human rights and the need to
struggle for those ideals. His remarks,
Best wishes for 1981 to all our readers.
echoed the words of Yuriy Hanas, who
earlier opened the demonstration.
For a review of the events of 1980, see centerfold.
Spokesman for the demonstrators,
. many ,of. Whom carried placards deman

^ 4 Happy New Year! ^ J |
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Below is the full text of exiled Soviet
physicist Andrei Sakharov's letter to
Anatoly P. Aleksandrov president of
the Soviet Academy of Sciences. Writ
ten in Gorky, the letter outlines '/Mr.
Sakharov's demands for an open-court
^ - .hearing of his case and asks the
E - academy to support his plea that Soviet
к 'jiidhorities stop their harassment Qfhis
-a. -stepson 's fiancee.
The letter also
? 'provides Mr. Sakharov's opinions on
suih topical issues as disarmament,
JJ JS?ente and human rights.
Dear Anatoly Petrovich,
5 9 The immediate cause of this letter was
о rtie contents of your conversation
''Ancerning my case with the president
Bi of the New York Academy of Sciences,
Joel Leibowitz. That conversation
occurred on April 15 but only now has a
transcript of it become available to me.
That aside, 1 consider it important to
state my position on questions of
principle, to assess the actions taken by
the organs of government in my case, to
respond to certain public accusations
and, as well, to assess the positions
taken by my colleagues in the US^R
and, in particular, by the Academy of
Sciences and its directors.
My life has been such that for two
decades I found myself among those
engaged in scientific-military and
military construction projects in which I
myself took an active part and then, for
more than 12 years, I have been among
those people who have set themselves
the task of a non-violent struggle for the
observation of human rights and the
rule of law. My fate has thus forced me
to perceive with especial acuity the
questions of war and peace, interna
tional security, international trust and
disarmament, and the questions of
human rights and open societies, and to
give intense thought to these problems
in all their interdependencies. That was
how my position evolved.
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Sakharov speaks out
on repression, detente

doomed to degradation. Де I know,
you, to one degree or another, formerly
shared this point of view and I hope that
your position has not changed.

Between 1968 and 19801 have formu
lated my ideas in a series of-articles,
tion, at the caste of the bureaucratic speeches and interviews. Instead of
elite with its privileges, at the stagnation
Disarmament, in` particular, nuclear of our production system, at the men serious discussion, the response of the
disarmament, is mankind's most im acing signs of the bureaucracy pervert official propaganda has been a preme
portant task. A genuine, as opposed to a ing and deadening the life of the entire ditated distortion of my position. Itdemagogic disarmament is possible, in country, at the general indiffernce to has been caricatured, reviled, slander
my view, only on an initial basis of a work done for a faceless state (nobody ed. In my life 1 have come up against
strategic balance of power. I support could care less), at pull and corruption, increasing persecutions, threats to rhe
Salt II as a satisfactory embodiment of' the compulsory maneuverings"` and and especially to those close to me, and,
this principle and as a prerequisite to hypocrisy which cripple human beings, finally, deportation without trial. My
Salt HI and other, subsequent agree the alcoholism, censorship and the earliest attempts to take an unprejudic
ments. I am in favor of an agreement brazen lying of the press, the insane ed position met with opposition.
repudiating the first use of nuclear destruction of the environment, the soil,
weapons as a preliminary basis for meadows, air, forests, rivers and lakes.
On November 22, 1955,theday of the
achieving a strategic equilibrium in the
triumphant and tragic testing of a
field of conventional weapons. I am in
thermonuclear
weapon (the bodies of
The necessity for profound economic
favor of an all-embracing agreement on
the fallen not yet consecrated to the
and
social
reforms
in
the
USSR
is
chemical and bacteriological weapons;
earth), there occurred a clash between
the report of the recently exposed obvious to many people in the country, myself and Marshal M.I. Nedelny on
catastrophe in Sverdlovsk confirms the but attempts to carry them out collide those grounds. On July 10, 1961, there
urgency of this. I would condemn an with the resistance of the ruling bureau was a clash (in your presence) between
attempt by the West to achieve substan cracy and everything goes on as before, myself and the General Secretary of the
tial strategic superiority over the USSR the same old slogans. Something is Central Committee of the Soviet Com
as extremely dangerous. But I am also .being done but most of it comes to munist Party. Nikita Khrushchev.
concerned by the militarization of the naught. Meanwhile the military-indus
USSR and the Soviet destruction of trial complex and the KGB are gaining
And still I succeeded (the Minister of
strategic equilibrium in Europe and in strength, threatening the stability of the Medium Engineering Industry E.P.
other parts of Asia and Africa and by the entire world while super-militariza Slavsky can confirm this) in being one
Soviet dictates and Soviet demagogery tion is eating up all our resources.
My ideal became an open pluralistic of the initiators of the Moscow Treaty
there.
society with an unconditional obser- on the banning of nuclear tests in 'the
"I am against international terrorism . vance of the fundamental civil and air, water and above ground, wtiich
which shatters peace no matter what the political rights of man, a society with a was the first (and at the time the most
goals of its participants. States truly mixed economy which would make f4r self-evident ) step on the difficult path
striving for stabilization in the world scientifically regulated, comprehensive to averting the nuclear menace.
should not support terrorism under any progress. I have voiced the assumption
circumstances.
In 1975, I was awarded the Nobel
that such a society ought to come about
A most important concept which in as a result of a peaceful drawing to Peace Prize, the only Soviet citizen ever
time became a fundamental part of my gether ("convergence") of the socialist so honored. In 1980 I am in Gorky and
position in the indissoluble bond be and capitalist systems, and that this is you, the president of the Soviet Aca
tween international security and inter-, the main condition for saving the worid demy of Sciences, are talking with the
national trust, and the observation of from thermonuclear catastrophe.
president of the'New York Academy of
human rights and the openness of
Sciences who had flown especially from
society. That concept was a component
the United States to meet with you! And
Our country has lived half its history
part 'of the final communique of the,
what was your reply to him? Unfor
Helsinki. Conference, but words and under the monstrous crimes of the tunately, you spoke in the spirit of the
Stalin
regime.
Although
Stalin's
actions
deeds have gone their separate ways,
disgraceful statement of the 40 acade
particularly in the USSR and the are officially condemned verbally, the micians of 1973 which, at that time, laid
countries of Eastern Europe. I have scale of Stalin's crimes and their con the groundwork for my persecution in
learned of the scale and the cynicism crete manifestations are carefully hid the press. Only you spoke with even
with which fundamental civil and den from the people, and those who greater cynicism and disrespect for the
political rights are violated in the Soviet expose them are prosecuted for alledged common sense of your listener, your
Union including the right to freedom of slander. The terror and famine accom colleague in science and mine as well.
opinion and freedom of information, panying collectivization, Kirov's mur
the right to a free choice of one's der and the destruction of the cultural,
Yes, I do live in better conditions than
country of residence (i.e. to emigrate civil, military and party cadres, the those of my friends condemned to lpng
and to return), the right to choose one's genocide occurring during the resettle1 sentences or who are awaiting trial,
place of residence within a country, the ment of "punished" peoples, the penal among whom are many colleagues of
right to an impartial trial and to a labor camps and the deaths of many yours and mine. I will mention only a
defense, the right to freedom of religion. millions there^ the flirtation with Hitler few — the biologist Kovalev, tjie theo
In not observing these rights a society is which turned into a national tragedy, retical physicist Orlov, the mathemati
"closed," potentially dangerous to the repression of prisoners of war, the cians Velikanova and Lavut, the young
mankind and doomed to degradation. laws against workers, the murder of scientist and cyberneticistShcharansky,
Mikhoels and the resurgence of official
the phsycians Nekipelov and TernovI have learned of people who set anti-Semitism, ajl these evilk should 'ftdj sky, the mathematician and cybernetithemselves the goal of struggling for exposed with absolute finality. A`
human rights by means of publicity, people without historical memory is
(Continued on page 13)
rejecting violence as a matter of ргіпсі–
ciple, and of their cruel persecution by
the authorities. I have been an eyewit
ness to unjust trials, I have seen the
brazenness of the KGB, I have learned
about terrible conditions in places of
confinement. I have become one of
FOUNDED 1893
those people you have called an "alien
Ukrainian newspaper published by the Ukrainian National Association. Inc.. at 30 Montgomery
faction" and even accused of treason.
Street,
Jersey
City.
N.J.
07302.
daily except Mondays and holidays.
But these are my friends and it is in them
that I see the shining strength of our
TELEPHONES:
Svoboda
UNA
people.
(201) 4340237
(201) 451-2200
I learned of the struggle to liberate
(201) 434-0807
Irom New York (212) 227-5250
prisoners of conscience throughout the
irorp New York (212) 227-4125
world and that important goal became
one of my close concerns. I support
Subscription rates for THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
11 58.00 per year
Amnesty International in its struggle
UNA Members
S5.00 per year
for a woridwid?.. repeal of capital
punishment and 1 have frequently made
Postmaster, send address changes to:
appeals that the death penalty be
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
Editor: Roma Sochan Hadzewycz
repealed in our country.
P 0 Box 346. Jersey City. NJ 07303
Assistant editors: Ika Koznarska Casanova
O n disarmament and h u m a n rights

In many respects it proved unortho
dox, at odds with the official line and
with my own assessments of many years
previous, in the final
analysis all
this has completely changed my life, my
goals and my ideals.
Quite early on, I came to the con
clusion that despite the entire people's
passionate will to peace and the govern
ment leaders' unquestionable desire to
avoid a major war, they are, in the .
practice of their foreign policy, fre
quently guided by, in. my opinion, an
extremely
dangerous
geopolitical
strategy of force and expansion, and by
their striving to stifle and corrupt their
potential enemies. But in corrupting an
enemy, we corrupt, as well, the world in
which we live.
So, as early as 1955,1 recognized that
our Near East policy was taking a sharp
turn, the aim of which was to create an
oil-dependent situation for the coun
tries of the West. In the years following,
this shift brought great calamities to the
peoples of that region - the Arabs,
Israel, Lebanon — and helped intensify
the energy crisis throughout the world.
As the military capabilities of the USSR
increased, that sort of policy became
increasingly dominant and dangerous,
destroying with one hand that which the
other hand was attempting to construct.
Afghanistan is the latest and most tragic
example of the harm done by this
expansionist geopolitical mentality.
I am convinced that the prevention of
the thermonuclear war threatening
mankind is our most important pro
blem, having absolute priority over all
other problems. The means to a solu
tion are political, politico-economic,
and involve the creation of internation
1 have taken a fresh look at the
al trust by open societies, the uncondi
tional observance of man's civil and economic difficulties in the USSR
political rights and disarmament. '' -: particularly in regard to food produc

LilcrainionWeelcl V

George Bohdan Zarycky
Application to mail at second class postage rates is pending at Jersey City. N.J.
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Bell delivers statement on Human Rights Day
MADRID - On the occasion of
Human Rights Day, December 10,
Griffiif^Bell, chairman of the U.S.
delegation to the Madrid Conference,
delivered a statement on the "commonality of my government's interest in
converting human rights, as all aspects
of the Helsinki Final Act, into a constructive force in our mutual relations."
"Today, at the United Nations and
throughout all corners of the world; this
anniversary is being commemorated as
Human Rights Day," Judge Bell said,
adding that "the human-rights passages
in the Helsinki Final Act are a direct
descendant of the Univeral Declaration."
"The final act recognized the fact that
ours is not a world in which the citizens
of our countries are permitted to enjoy
their human rights in full measure. ,The
final act also recognized that respect for
human rights in each of our lands is an
integral aspect of our ability to break
down the barriers that have divided
Europe since the war. Finally, the final
act recognized that respect for human
rights is essential to build real security,"
Judge Bell stressed.

"The issue of human rights has thus
become a contentious one between us,
which has accentuated and perhaps
even exacerbated our other differences.
What can be done about this? Surely we
cannot respond by putting aside our
commitment to human rights or our
concern for those who are suffering," he
pointed out.

Pochayiv residents draw attention
to violations of religious rights

In the nearby Troyetsky Cathedral,
there is a building, formerly (unclear),
which was shut down 30 years ago and
which has recently been transformed
into a psychiatric hospital. They have
also built a club next to the cathedral
complex, which constitutes an infringeThe appeal was addressed to the
"We must, rather, rededicate our- United Nations. The full text appears ment on the rights of the faithful, is
disrespectful and, in general, distracting
selves to exploring frankly with each below.
to the monks. The mentally ill who are
other, in the pragmatic spirit that
brought here from various regions,
created the CSCE process, how we can
We, the inhabitants of Pochayiv and make a lot of noise which interferes with
make concrete progress in this vital those faithful who come to Pochayiv,
area, however we may differ on ideo- love the Pochayiv Monastery and there- the holding of services.
There are no facilities for the pilgrims;
logy or interpretation."
fore would like to draw attention to the
they have to stay in private lodgings.
"Let us all then resolve, Mr. Chair- fact that, given the recent behavior of And those people who do put them up
man, to celebrate this day of human the authorities,we fear that we will not be are fined by the police. The local
rights with that most idealistic of able to pray there much longer. authorities do not want to give up the
actions: a commitment to pragmatism.
You are surely aware that the Soviet rectory.
By this I mean a determination to listen
Housing has been set up on the
to each other, to work with each other, Union upholds human rights only on cemetery grounds which in 1973 (1978?)
to solve - step by step — human paper, and that in fact it practices were the site of the blessing of the
problems so that we can establish one of blatant disregard of the rights of miraculous icon. Chickens are left to
the essential conditions for security in believers.
run indiscriminately, the wash is hung
Europe. Our government pledges itself
For example: the authorities have up on the gravestones, graffito is
to that great endeavor," Mr, Bell appropriated al! the land, including the scrawled on the monuments, the cemeconcluded.
adjacent orchard, which was officially tery is desecrated and left to become
designated as a historical landmark: a rundown.
whole section of the monastery was
The human-rights guarantees, which
converted to an infirmary and for use by were signed by Leonid Brezhnev in
the city council; guards were stationed at Helsinki, are not only being ignored but
the monastery's entrance gate; these are outrightly violated by the local
guards constantly taunt and harass authorities.
those who would like to enter; young
We, the inhabitants and faithful of
will. The committee feels that the women are forbidden to go to church; Pochaviv,appeal to you ' to defend ` our
Ukrainian community, by sending those who do go are molested and are rights as believers inTace oftne ruthless
Christmas cards, can alleviate some of often taken to police headquarters. power wielded by gpdless authorities.
the loneliness Walter must feel and, as
Ms. Duffy notes, "show him that he is
not alone and unsupported — an orphan in a foreign land."
WASHINGTON - An appeal drawn
up by the residents of Pochayiv and the
Ukrainian faithful of the region reports
on the present condition of the Pochayiv
Monastery according to the Smoloskyp
Information Service.

Philly committee suggests greetings
be sent to Walter Polovchak
PHILADELPHIA The Human
Rights'for Ukraine Committee here has
appealed to the Ukrainian community
to send cards and Christmas greetings
to Walter Polovchak, the Ukrainian
boy whose legal battle to remain in the
United States despite the wishes of his
parents is currently in appellate court.
According to Antonia Duffy, a member
of the committee, the boy's attorney,
Julian Kulas, has agreed to allow his
office to be used as a mailing address.

Cards and notes may be sent to:
Walter Polovchak, c/o Julian Kulas,
2236 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago III.
60622.

In addition, a defense fund has been
While he awaits the decision of the set up to help defray some of the legal
courts, young Polovchak is staying with .costs incurred in the case. Contribufoster parents in the Chicago area. Mr. tions may be mailed to: Defense Fund
Kulas has told reporters that the boy for Walter Polovchak, Security Savings
constantly worries about being forced and Loan, 936 North Western Ave.,
to return to the Soviet Union against his Chicago III. 60622.

Helsinki Watch...
(Continued from page 1)

biologist and rights activist serving a
lengthy prison term. Dr. Handler went
on to cite the persecution of lesserknown Soviet scientists: Bakhmin,
Kukk, Marynovych, Nazarian, Skuodis, Velikanova and Zisels, as well as
Viktor Brailovsky who was arrested on
November 13, two days-after the opening ofah'e Madrid conference.
Several West European delegates from Denmark, Canada, Ireland, Holland and Belgium - specifically deplored the practice of. imprisoning indivW
duals for monitoring the Helsinki
Accords, Great Britain and Sweden
citing specific names. Helsinki monitors
Mykola Rudenko, Oleksa Tykhy, Viktoras Petkus, Viktor Nekipelov, Malva
Landa, Vytautas Skuodis and Eduard
Arutyunian were cited; Charter 77
members Vaclav Havel, Jiri Dienstbier,
Petr Uhl and Albert Cerny were among
the Czecho-SIovalc citizens mentioned.
Sharply criticizing Soviet violations
of the freedom of religious belief, the
U.S. delegation raised the names of the
Rev. Vasyl Romaniuk and the Rev.
Gleb Yakunin, while also pointing out
the tragic situation of the Vashchenko
and Chykailov families who have been

living in the basement of the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow,awaiting permission to leave the country.
' '"
Several Western delegations pointed
out this year's 50 percent decrease in
emigration from the USSR. Certain
long-standing refuseniks were named,
and the continuing arbitrariness of
emigration procedures was criticized.
The name of Brailovsky was again
raised in this context, as were those of
Alexander Lerner, Vladimir Slepak,
Ida Nudel, and Daniel Fradkin, among
others.
U.S. Representative to the U.N.
Commission on Human Rights Jerome
Shestack went oeyond the issue of
Jewish emigration, stating how "extraordinarily difficult, even in cases.of
first-degree kinship," it was for Ukrainians, Lithuanians, Estonians and Russians to emigrate, among them the
"50,000 Pentecostals, Baptists, and
other Christians" who have expressed
their desire to leave the Soviet Union.
The systematic repression of the
national rights of minorities, discussed
under Principles Vlf and VII, was also
condemned by the U.S. delegation with
specific mention of the Crimean Tatars
and their long-firne activist Mustafa
Dzhemilev.

Voinovich leaves after authorities
return confiscated papers
MOSCOW - Vladimir Voinovich,
the brash and popular Soviet satirical
writer, left the Soviet Union for Munich
on December 21, but not without a
final display of the tenacity and will
that has characterized his nine-year
joust with Soviet officaldom.

With 30 friends and well-wjshers
looking on, the 49-year-old author,
accompanied by his wife and 7-year-old
daughter, threatened to tear up his
plane tickets unless customs officials
returned a sheath of papers that they
had confiscated, according to The New
York Times. When his request was
refused, Mr. Voinovich calmly walked
to the baggage counter and began
unloading his luggage. Finally, after a
tension-filled half-hour, Mr.Voinovich
-was permitted to turn over the bundle of
papers to a friend who had come to the
airport to see him off.

This latest skirmish „with authorities
was emblematic of the war of
nerves between Mr. Voinovich and the
Soviet establishment which began after
the publication in the West of "The
Ivankiade" and "The Life and Extraordinary Adventures of Private Chonkin," the author's best-known works.
Despite increased pressure from the
government, Mr. Voinovich continued
to insist that he had no desire to leave
his homeland, but last spring, after the
treats became more frequent and menacing, he announced his decision to seek
emigration visas for himself and his
family.
Mr. Voinovich, his wife Irina and
daughter Olga, flew to West Germany
where the Soviet author has been
invited by the Bavarian Academy of
Fine Arts to deliver a series of lectures,
reported the Times.

Back in the USSR

Militiamen break up Lennon demonstration
MOSCOW - Soviet militiamen
broke up a demonstration by several
hundred young people who had gathered on Lookout Hill here on December
21 to honor slain ex-Beatle John Lennon, reported United Press International.
According to an eyewitness account,
several of the young participants, said
to be students from Moscow State
University, were rounded up by police
after they ignored orders to disperse.
Some of the students were pushed into
militia vans and driven away, the report
noted.
Many of the young people carried
pictures of Mr. Lennon, and it was

reported that several students played
tape-recordings of his music. The
noontime demonstration lasted nearly
45 minutes.
Although Mr. Lennon`s death received scant coverage in the Soviet
press, the media did mention his death
as an example of the dangers of life in
the United States. Yet, Soviet authorities do not tolerate spontaneous demonstrations, especially for unauthorized
purposes.
The world-famous musician was
gunned down nearly three weeks ago in
front of his luxury apartment in New
York City.
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ODFFU meets at triennial convention,
elects board headed by Futala
NEW YORK - The Organization
for the Defense of Four Freedoms for
Ukraine held its .triennial convention
here at the Ukrainian National Home
on November 29-30 and elected Lev
Futala president. The convention was
held concurrently with that of the
Women's Association for the Defense
of Four Freedoms for Ukraine.
Also elected to the new executive
board of the organization were: Askold
Lozynskyj. Liana Celewych, Wolodymyr Masur, Prof. Semen Wozhakiwsky. vice presidents; Evhen Hanowsky,
general secretary; L. Kokodynsky.
financial chairman; Y. Zahorodny. M.
Kowalchyn, B. Moroz. M. Нгуско–
wian. Ihor D la bo ha. Evhen lvashkiv
Mykola Semanyshyn. WolodymyT Lewenetz. Dr. M. Kushir. V. Kostyk. A.
Sokolyk. M. Sydor and Dr. M. ByeX
members.
Iwan Wynnyk. 'M. Zatsukhny, M.
Kavka. L. Kusiaka and V.'Lisovych
were elected members of the auditing
committee; N. Basniak and T. Melnyk
were chosen alternate members.
The newly elected arbitration borad
includes: Y. Rak. chairman; Dr. M.
Klymyshyn, Dr. Y. Bernady-n. Dr. O.
Sokolysfayn and Ivan Bazarko, mem

bers; P. Shahay and H. Cebriy, alter
nate members.
Ignatius Billinsky. who headed the
ODFFU for several terms, was elected
honorary president of the organization.
The 112 delegates who attended the
convention beard reports of outgoing
officers and discussed various topics
which affect not only the ODFFU, but
the entire U krainian community as well.
The convention was conducted by a
presidium consisting of Mr. Masur.
chairman: Messrs. Rak and Kusiaka.
vice chairmen; O. Rozhka and Ores`t
Szczudluk. secretaries.
At the closing session of the covention, Jaroslaw Stetzko, head of the
Organization of the Ukrainian Nation
alists and the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of
Nations, addressed delegates of the
ODFFU and the women's association.
The Saturday evening convention
banquet was attended by 372 delegates
and guests. The program featured re
marks by Mr. Stetzko, and performan
ces by the Zhaivoronkv girls' choir of
the New York SUM-A branch, bassbaritone Andriy Dobriansky, the Cheremshyna trio and bandurist Marko
Farion. Masters of ceremonies were
Mr. Dlaboha and Olena Hentish.

Women 's association holds convention,
elects Ulana Celewych president
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USCAK holds annual meeting
George Chranewycz and Roman Savchak. worked on the new draft in close
cooperation with the leadingJJSCAK
activists of New York, the Ukrainian
American Sports Club of Rochester.
N.Yi. SUM-A and Plast.
In the by-laws regarding USCAK
membership, it was decided that from
now on sport clubs and SDorit sections of
Ukrainian youth organizations will
have to register with USCAK on an
individual basis, and not as previously,
through their respective executive
board. Each sports group within a
larger organization is required to pay a
S25 membership fee to USCAK. (The
/cejitral executive board no longer need
pay the previously established S50
dues). Without first registering in the
separate USCAK sport divisions, a
sport club will not be able to take part in
the championships and tournaments
held by USCAK or in the activities of
the separate USCAK sport diyisions.
In accordance with present by-laws,
sports meets will continue to be held
for all age levels, for teams composed of
athletes of Ukrainian background.
However, in view of the fact that during
the height of the sport season, many of
the teams have non-Ukrainian athletes,
the board will sponsor separate tourna
ments for such teams if they are
organized by individual associations or
-clubs which are members of USCAK.
Serving as members of the nomina
tions committee were: Messrs.Zeltvay
and Twardowsky and Bohdan Sushko.
The newly elected members of the
board included: Mr. Kucil. president:
Myron Stebelsky, vice-president: Mr.
Sushko, assistant vice-president: Ms.
,fcltvay, financial secretary,Mr.Zeltvay.
organizing secretary' and head of the
1984 Free Olympiad committee: Mr.
Twardowsky, press secretary; George
Kozak, soccer chairman; Yuriy Humin
ilovych. volleyball; Mr. Rakoczy, tennis
chairman; George Sawchak and Zenon
The following day. a set of new by Snvlvk. tennis .vice-chairmen; Mr.
laws, as drawn up by the by-laws Chranewycz, table tennis chairman;Mr.
committee, was accepted with certain Sushko. track and field chairman:
amendments. The by-laws committee,
(Continued on page 11)
composed of Omelan Twardowsky.

TORONTO - The Association of
Ukrainian Sports Clubs in North Ameri
ca (USCAK) held its annual general
meeting here November 28-29 at the
Plaza Hotel with some 20 delegates
representing Ukrainian sport associa
tions of the United States and Canada in
attendance.
The meeting was opened by outgoing
president Roman Kucil. who welcomed
the participants, and conducted by a
presidium consisting of Roman Rakoczy. chairman, and Irka Huminilovych
and Chrystyna Zeltvay, secretaries.
Extensive reports were then delivered
by members of the executive board,
directors of the various sport activities
coordinated by USCAK and by the by
laws and editorial committees as well as
the Free Olympiad committee.
In the reports it was noted that during
the past two years, annual champion
ships were held in volleyball, tennis,
swimming, table tennis and skiing; a
chess tournament and a track-andfield meet were held in 1979: and in
1980. soccer "was resumed in the youth
division. The report went on to say
that the majority of the championships
were well attended and that new records
were set.
The sports activities held in 1980 were
conducted as part of the 25th anniver-"
sary celebration of USCAK. A jubilee
banquet was held at Soyuzivka on
September 27. and some of USCAK's
most deserving activists and athletes
were honored.
In the Free Olympiad held in Etobicoke, Ont.. in July, the Ukrainians,
taking part in the games along with
Baltic captive nations, placed second in
the overall competition. Taking part in
the coordination of the sports program
was Oleksander Zeltvay. A commemo
rative publication markine this event
Jjgs already been prepared and should be
published before the end of the year.

Obituary

Olga Petrinczyk, Weekly typesetter
ВесіріииЬ of awards prmnltd to association's caapten. (standing, from left)
Maria Lozynskyj of New York, Donna Swidersky of Syracuse, OIha Fedak of
Chicago and Loba Sflecky of Philadelphia. Seated are Ulana Celewych (left),
president, and Maria Nesterebok, rice president.
by Dora Rak
NEW YORK - The Women's Asso
ciation for the Defense of Four Free
doms for Ukraine held its sixth conven
tion here at the Ukrainian Liberation
Front building on November 29-30 with
68 delegaies in attendance.
The new exective board.elected for a
three-year term, is composed of: Ulana
Celewych. president; Maria Nesterchuk. Luba Silecky. Dasha Procyk.
vice-president: Anna Geletej. Maria
Lozynsk\.
Zenovia Rychtyck). Ms.
Procyk. secretaries: Maria Twardowsky. Maria WasyKk. financial secre
taries.
Elected to standing committees:Ala
Davydenko. Slava Kulish. Maria Kruk.
Stephania Bernadyn. press: Sophia
Radio. Anna Haras. Lidia Balaban.
Maria Buchynsky. membership: Daria
Stepaniak. Laryssa Kyi. Julia Kopchynsk\. Ms. Rychtvckv. Anna Woch.
public relations: Ms. Kyi. Ms. Woch
Marta Sridersky. junior membership;
Olena Hentish.Teophila Hanushewsk\.
Ivanna Kononiv culture and educa

tion; Maria Kulchycky. Dora Kukhycky.
Ms. Kopchynsxy. social services; Ms.
Bernadyn. liaison to the World Federa
tion of Ukrainian Women's Organiza
tions (WFUWO): Oleksandra Нгуско–
\vian. archives: Dania Mahal, Maria
Pendzola. Maria Koval. hostesses;
Maria Stelmach. Stephania Naum.
Irene Kowalchyn. OIha Fedak, Luba
Gojaniuk. members:
The new auditing committee includes
Ludmila Kostyk, Stephania Rudyk.
Natalia Chomanczuk. and the arbitra
tion committee consists of Anisia
Mirchuk. Donna Svidersky. Kateryna
Moroz.
Presiding officers at the convention
were Ms. Radio, chairperson: Ms.
Da\ydenko. vice chairperson; Ms.'
Bernadyn and Ms. Geletej. secretaries.
Olga Petrinczyk
This second-largest Ukrainian wom
en's organization in the United States,
BAYONNE. N.J. - Olga Petrinczyk.
with a membership of `)M ш і і cnaptcrs. a Bayonne Ukrainian community acti
is dedicated to the cause of Ukraine as vist and typesetter for The Ukrainian
reflected in its projects and activities. Weekly, died г-ndav. December 19, at
Under the able leadership of the well- Deborah Hospital in Browns Mill, N.J.,
known civic and political activist Mrs. several days after undergoing heart
if ontinurd on page I4J
surgery. She was 32.

. Miss Petrinczyk was born in Korbach. West Germany, and, after emignt
ting to the United States with her
parents, resided in Bayonne.
Among the organizations of which
she was a member were the Rosary
Society of the Assumption of the
Blessed Virgin Mary Ukrainian Catho
lic Church in Bayonne and UNA Branch
281. Her love of Ukrainian culture led
Miss Petrinczyk to take up the study of
Ukrainian arts and crafts at the Ukrai
nian Community Center ih Jersey City.
N.J.
Miss Petrinczyk worked at The
Weekly since April 1976, when prepara
tions were being made for the news
paper to begin publication in an ex
panded 16-page tabloid format. Miss
Petrinczyk`s enthusiasm and dedication
to The Weekly made her an extremely
valuable member of the staff.
The funeral was held Tuesday, Dec
ember 23,at the Assumption Church and
interment was at the Holy Cross Ceme
tery in North Arlington, N J . In accor
dance with her wishes. Miss Petrinczyk
was buried in a traditional Ukrainian
costume.
Surviving are parents Wasyl and
Justyna, brother John and his wife
Rcgina.
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The UCCA's 13th: congress or circus
by Andrij Shevchenko
The following commentary by An
drij Shevchenko appeared in the De
cember 4 issue of The Phoenix, the
official newsletter of the Ukrainian
Student' Coalition of Philadelphia. We
reprint it here in full by permission of
the author.
Now they'd come so far
and they'd waited so long
Just to end up caught in a dream
where everything does wrong.
Were the dark of the night
holds back the light of the day
And you've gotta stand and fight
for the price you pay

It is`a generally recognized supersti
tious myth that the number 13 is an
unlucky digit. That myth, however,
became reality during the weekend of
October 10-12 at the 13th Congress of
Ukrainians of America held in Philadelphia.

i- `

,

For the record, it will be written that
20 national Ukrainian organizations
walked out of the congress proceedings
to protest irregularities afid procedural
inconsistencies surrounding the run
ning of the congress. True, the general
conduct of this congress is in question,
but the problems causing the miscon
duct can be traced back in history. 1 he
perplexities which arose in Philadelphia
were a result of the Ukrainian commu
nity's stubbornness in clinging to the
past.
"Indeed, the tragedy of the Ukrainian
community has been the conductof its
emigre political parties which have from
their very arrival in America been
utterly unobjective, irrational, intoler
ant and uncompromising toward each
other and the rest of the Ukrainian
community. In so being, they have
become immune to the changing times.
An inherent part of this attitude has
been the parties' passionate glorifica
tion of the great romantic past of the
Ukrainian nation and the belief that
they may one day return to an indepen
dent homeland — to run the political
situation there.
These attitudes have embedded the
Ukrainian American commenity into a

"ghetto of the past," alienated from the
real world of big business and multina
tional corporations whioh dominate the
environment. As a result, the basic
question of preserving Ukrainian ethni
city, essentially the last bastion of
survival for the Ukrainian nation in its
long and tragic history, has been neglect
ed.
Political and ideological haggling on
questions .which are not relevant to
today's Ukrainian American cqmmunity have dominated gatherings, leaving
us virtually unprepared to face the
challenges of the future. But perhaps the
real tragedy fs that it has caused manygifted and talented Ukrainian Ameri
cans, especially the young, to become
alienated into the computerized and
hectic lifestyle of American society,
where culture and ethnicity are irrele
vant.

One basic theme which has constant
ly dominated the life of the Ukrainian
American community has been the
recurring topic of unity. Although
many in the Ukrainian community have
spoken out on this topic and the need
for a united Ukrainian commonwealth,
few have taken steps to alleviate the
situation which now exists. This now
exhausted subject was repeatedly brought
up at this congress but, as in preceeding
years, it was dissolved and swallowed
up by the more immediate interests of
the dominant political groups.

In his opening remarks at the first
congress session, Dr. Petro Stercho,
chairman of^the Philadelphia UCCA
branch, host to the congress, cited with
obvious pride that this congress, was
being held in the "City of Brotherly
Love" and that the delegates should
work together in that spirit for the
The Ukrainian Congress Committee UCCA to achieve its goals.
of America, organized in 1940 as "an
The delegates didn't need to look far
organization for all organizations" has for inspiration to help them achieve,
not escaped the wrath of this political unity or to be reminded of their obliga
and ideological warfare. The essential tions to the Ukrainian American com
goal of the UCCA was to unite all munity. This was evident in the address
Ukrainians in the United States into one es of dissidents Nina and Sviatoslav
organized commonwealth.
Karavansky during Friday's luncheon.
But this has not always been possible. The Karavanskys reminded the dele
Since the early 1950s, the UCCA has gates of the tragic plight of the Ukrainian
had to accommodate an intensive nation in light of dictatorial and Russipower struggle between the leadership fication policies of the Soviet leader
of splinter groups of the Organization ship. They called for renewed, strength
of Ukrainian Nationalists (more com ened and united actions in defense of the
monly known as "Melnykivtsi" and rights of Ukraine and Ukrainian human
"Banderivtsi"). Joining the fray in rights activists. They even went so tar as
recent years have been groups compris to announce the formation'`of an initia
ing the so-called "Ukrainian democratic tive group for the establishment of a
Fund for Solidary Actions, a igroup
bloc."
Having been dominated by these whose stated aim was to unite all
emigre political groups, the UCCA has patriotic Ukrainian groups in conduct
been transformed from a constructive ing defense .activities on behalf of
community organization, into a politic Ukraine:
al and ideological battleground in
The delegates could have grasped the
which the parties have indulged in some unity and "brotherly love" on the
times forceful propagandists campaig second day of the congress at the
ns against each other. It is no wonder manifestation for the independence of
then that the events of the 13th congress Ukraine, where moving, patriotic speech
served as a culmination of many years es rang throughout Independence
of destructive bifurcation of the Mall and seven pigeons were released as
Ukrainian community.
a symbol for the freedom of seven

1981 UNA Almanac
comes off. presses
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The UNA Almanac edited by
Antin Dragan, has been published and is being sent out to
Svoboda subscribers.
г

Theleit motif of this year's almanac is taken from Hryhoriy
Chuprynka's poem "My Native Land," and Mr. Dragan's
article "Echoes of Ukraine in New York."
The almanac offers diversified reading material,including
poetry, essays, excerpts from UNA history, travelogues,
events from Ukrainian history and articles on Ukrainian
dissidents.
In conjunction with institution of a separate subscription
system for The Ukrainian Weekly,the almanac is being
mailed only to Svoboda subscibers. Plans are being discussed,
however,to publish two separate almanacs - one in
Ukrainian and one in English - with contents designed
specifically for each.
The UNA Almanac has a long tradition behind it: this is the
71st edition of the yearbook. Proceeds from the almanac,
which costs S8 (320 pages), go towards the UNA scholarship
fund.

Cover design of 1981 UNA Almanac by Bohdan Tytla.

incarcerated Ukrainian human-rights
activists.
Finally, the delegates were given the
opportunity to ponder and contemplate
their obligations and responsibilities to
the Ukrainian community, during the
congress banquet, where they were
-addressed by U.S. government leaders
Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski and Gen.
Alexander Haig.
But as fate would have it, none of this
was enough to remedy the chaotic turn
of events which was to unfold.
From its very commencement, the
aura surrounding the 13th Congress,
was one of a political circus. All princi^
pies of basic parliamentary procedure
were disregarded as the delegates con
ducted their own version of "Ukrainian
rules of order."These rules consisted of
constant out-of-order discussions, and
in some cases, outright shouting and'
jeering by the delegates. Along the way,
the delegates adhered to the Ukrainian
"tradition" of everyone saying their
piece, regardless of how relevant it was
to the discussion.
During the plenary session, the inso
lent conduct of the delegates added to
the list of abhorrent acts. In some cases,
insujts were hurled between the delegat
es on the floor, especially during Fri
day evening's session. Common cour
tesy was disdained as each side took
advantage of every opportunity to tear
into one another. At times, total chaos
reigned on the congress floor. It was
astonishing to find grown adults taunt
ing each other like children on a play
ground.
Such behavior served as a detriment
to those delegates`who had come to the
congress to deal with the problems
facing the Ukrainian American commu`i
nity in a civilized and serious manner.
The topics that were discussed, espe
cially during Friday evening's session
deserve spedjal scrutiny here. The report
by out-going executive vice-president
Wolodymyr Masur, but more impor
tantly his comments on the UCCA
decision of December 15,, 1979, to
censure Gen. PetroGrigorenko, head.of
the External Representation of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group, threw the
entire evening's session into turmoil.
Indeed, the meager issues of Gen.
Grigorenko, the concept of "partokratia" and the rotational system of the
executive vice-presidency of the UCCA
Executive Board dominated the discus
sion.
Other issues, which merited far more
attention, such as the UCCA stand on
the Osidach trial in Philadelphia and
similar cases in which the media takes
an anti-Ukrainian stand, the status of
the Ukrainian National Information
service in Washington (which is in
disarray), the problem of approaching
American-born Ukrainians were dis
cussed briefly and subsequently pigeon
holed by the Executive Board.
Other topics, which are even more
important and pertinent to today's
Ukrainian American community, such
as the UCCA's stand toward each of the
Presidential candidates at the time, the
UCCA's stand on human-rights policies
of the present administration in regard
to the USSR, the Ukrainian communi
ty's role at the European security
conference in Madrid, the problem of
Ukrainian youth and assimilation,
problems existing in schools of Ukrainian
communities, the steady decrease of
pupils in these schools, the initiation of
Ukrainian courses in institutions of
(Continued on page 14)
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1980: the wheat
and the chaff
It may be said that the year that is about to become memory marked, to
paraphrase Dickens, the best of times and the worst of times for the Ukrainian
communityjn the diaspora. It offered scattered nuggets of genuine hope and
an avalanche of frustration.
There was promise in the fact that the United States, our adopted
homeland, was finally (if belatedly) beginning to speak out on the situation in
Ukraine in tones that suggested a nascent understanding rather than a weary
and WASPish paternalism. At Madrid, the U.S. delegation skewered the
Soviets with the names of Chornovil, Stus, Rudenko and others — names
that a short while ago had little meaning outside our community. Much of the
factual ammunition was supplied by a small army of Ukrainian activists and
former dissidents bent on having the Ukrainian cause aired in an
international forum. Their success was a major step in gaining a foothold for
our struggle in the conscience of the world community.
In Denver, a group of resolute Ukrainians refused to roll over when a
civic committee once again attempted toliang the albatross of collaboration
on the Ukrainian nation. When a proposed memorial park for the victims of
Babyn Yar not only excluded mention of the Ukrainian victims of the Nazi
atrocity, but explicitly implicated Ukrainians as abetting the victimizers, the
Denver UCCA Branch instigated a nationwide campaign that resulted in
rectification of what would have been a gross misrepresentation of Ukrainian
history. It was an isolated victory with far-reaching implications.
There were other noteworthy high points. At the World Conference of
the United Nations Decade for Women held in Copenhagen, Ukrainian
women's groups kept a high profile by staging hunger strikes and
demonstrations in solidarity with Ukrainian political prisoners in the Soviet
Union. In the United States, the Media Action Coalition stepped up its
campaign to draw attention to media inaccuracies concerning Ukraine and
Ukrainians, a campaign that picked up momentum as feedback from the
Ukrainian community increased.
- '
But for all the achievements, positive steps and promising accomplish
ments. 1980 was also a year of crisis in our community, a year when all
pretense of unity, of common cause, went out the window. Predictably, the watershed was marked by the lamentable spectacle of
the 13th UCCA Congress where all the petty "political" differences, all the
self-destructive tendencies ever-present, it seems, in our community, erupted
in a paroxysm of fratricidal frenzy that widened a rift in our community that
may never be breeched. In the name of vague and yellowing"ideologies"that
— out of their historical context — have absolutely no specific or practical
application in our time or circumstance, Ukrainian slugged toe-to-toe with
Ukrainian, thereby'capping off a minatory polarization process which
existed, albeit under the surface, for decades. When the smote cleared, the
biggest losers were the Ukrainian community and the Ukrainian nation.Ukraine, her people, her freedom and the concrete means to attain it.
were hardly mentioned at the 13th UCCA Congress.
If anything positive can be garnered from the rubble of the organization
of organizations, it is the fact that some major problems, so often glossed over
by mawkish claims of Ukrainian unity, rocketed to the surface with such
glaring enormity, that they virtually beg solution. What the 13th Congress did
was give our divisiveness definition and animation: it brought it out of the
closet and the ghetto and, therefore, made the problem tenable. It dramatized
the growing alienation of Ukrainian Americans, the problems of language,
the disaffection of our young people, the persistence of old concepts in a new
age and, most importantly, the frightening degree of provincialism and
reflexiveness in our emigre politics. Political gamesmanship and infighting
have become the raisons d' etre for many political organizations, and not, as
the congress proceedings sadly attested, the survival of ourcommunity or the
liberation of Ukraine.
As the year draws to a close, we suggest that all Ukrainians take a long
and thoughtful look at the state of the our community and the situation in
Ukraine and, as the saying goes, separate the wheat from the chaff. There are
valuable lessons to be gleaned from the myced. bag that was 1980. We should
look with pride on what we have attained, and realize that the virtue of
calamity is that it opens the door for reassesment and redirection. The
problems that became so real this year must be addressed if thecommunity is
to survive another generation.
We will not endure as a nation if our political bickering continues, if our
young people are allowed to stray from community life or continue to
promulgate the devisiveness of their parents, if our internal politics remain an
end in itself, out of the mainstream of international developments. And we
must reach a consensus, not on what Ukraine will look like if and when it is
liberated, but on the tangible and explicite means of attaining that freedom.
For this end, we must ensure the strength and survivability of pur Okrainian
community here at home, for if it disintegrates, all hope for our nation will go
with it.
Let 1981 be a year to remember for the. right reasons.
,
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In Ukraine

Family stability is growing concern
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
Citing the increasing divorce rate in
Ukraine, the party and government
daily Radianska Ukraina has called
upon its readers to express their views
on "the complicated and delicate ques
tion" of establishing a centralized
"family service" in the republic. The
editorial board's appeal to its readers
"to solve this problem together"follows
an article by Halyna Kovtun titled "And
for Life." in which the author laments
the absence of a centralized institution
in Ukraine devoted to "the holiest of the
holy - the family, the basic element of
our social organism."1
Ms. Kovtun refers to the individual
and uncoordinated efforts of various
social, educational and governmental
insititutions in Ukraine that, in one way
or another, are concerned with specific
aspects of the family. She points out. for
example, that school-children in the
older age bracket ate given instruction
in sex education. Certain institutes offer
special courses designed to prepare the
younger generation for marriage. Late
ly, according to the author, schools for
newlyweds and young parents and socalled young family clubs have become
very popular. There are also "popular
universities" offering courses on family
legislation.
Nonetheless, it seems that such initia
tives have not succeeded in stemming
the rising divorce rate in the republic,
which is now 34 per 100 marriages. Part
ot the p'roblem is the relative ease with
which divorces may be obtained in the
Soviet Union. The only official institu
tions with responsibility for mediating
divorce cases prior to actual litigation
are the consultative centers attached to
raion registry offices (ZAGS). which
provide a marriage counseling service.
According to Ms. Kovtun. in 1979 the
ZAGS consultative centers were able to
save almost 8.000 marriages in Ukraine.
Ms. Kovtun also raises the question
of providing services to single people in
search of marriage partners. She points
to the experience of the Baltic states,
where journals such as Noorus (Tallinn)
and Seima (Vilnius) run regular adverti

sements from individuals seeking suita
ble partners.
і
"Life shows that we must introduce
new forms to help the family. Social
clubs have sprung up in many cities,
particularly in Kiev. They are for 'those
over 30' who have not started a family.
There are many who' want to join such
clubs. They have a positive reputation."
Ms. Kovtun notes.
Recently. Radianska Ukraina carried
a story describing the activities of the
Young Family and Good Acquaintan
ces Club in Severodonetsk in Voroshi
lovgrad Oblast.: The Ukrainian youth
newspaper Mold Ukrainy also publish
ed an informative article on the Kharkiv
Family and Marriage Service, which
serves as a clearing house for singles
interested in meeting prospective mar
riage partners.3
The appearance of Ms. Kovtun`s
article and the editorial board's call for
ideas and propositions from readers
suggests that the authorities in Kiev are
prepared to consider the establishment
of a centralized institution on the
republican level that would be concern
ed with the family as a social unit. Ms.
Kovtun points out that several scientific
associates of the Department of Social
and Economic Problems of Labor and
Demography of the Ukrainian Acade
my of Sciences' Institute of Economics,
among them the well-knpwdemograph
er L.V. Chuiko. have already completed
research projects and formulated me
thodological recommendations for' a
"family service." At this point, asserts
.Ms. Kovtun. local party, state, and
Komsomol organs arid "the public in
general must show their concern for
such an institution.
"Life suggests that it is time, after all.
to have a single centralized 'Family
Service' in the republic. Such proposi
tions may be heard more and more
frequently. At the present time, family
matters are being considered by the
Academy, of Scienes; the republican
ministries of culture, education.'health,
justice, asnd consumer affairs: the
Znanie Society; and by other public
(Continued on page II)

News quiz
The quiz covers the previous two issues of The Ukrainian Weekly. Answers
will appear with the next quiz.
" -'
1. Which foreign representatives spoke out in defense of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church at the Madrid Conference?
2. What is the significance of the Lviv Synod of 1946?
3. Which day was proclaimed Human Rights Day by President Jimmy Carter
and is observed by dissidents in the Soviet Union? 4. What additional clause has been appended to this year's human rights
proclamation?
5. What is the current number of imprisoned members of the Ukrainian
Helsinki monitoring group?
6. Name the latest major Soviet writer, author of the satirical novels "The
Life and Extraordinary Adventures of Private Chonkin" and "The
Ivankiad," who was recently forced to emigrate to the West?
7. Who is the latest Ukrainian dissident to have been arrested after having
protested the Russification policies in Ukraine?
8. Name a popular "shchedrivka" composed by Mykola Leontovych.
9. What is the vertep theater?
10. Which artist is known for her glasspaintings using Ukrainian motifs?
answers to previous news quiz:
Vasvl Stus; 1921 in Vienna; Wolodymyr Groudine. Roman Prvdatkevvch; Dr. Renata
Holod; work jointly to reform the current UCCA; John O. Flis; Wolodymyr Barahura;
? f " " ; " I " ' " ' " ' "'"' of the hostages in ban who is of Ukrainian descei,,. ,
violations by the Council for Religious Affairs of Soviet legal guarantees of freedom of `
conscience; Gen. Petro Grigorenko.
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Shestack: human rights are
indivisible part of Helsinki process'
Below is thefull text ofa statement by
Jerome J. Shestack. U.S. representative
to the United Nations Commission on
Human Rights and senior advisor to the
U.S. delegation to the Madrid Confer
ence. The address was delivered in
Madrid on November 24.

concern over human rights and human
contacts causes tension among 20 or 25
nations or more, then how can you hope
to achieve detente without addressing
those concerns? Since human-rights
violations are clearly a "breeding
ground of tension," why not frankly
address these tensions, regardless of
whether one nation — wrongly, in our
view — categorizes them as internal
matters, or another as external. Or shall
flie tension continue and thus under
mine detente?
Of course, from an international law
` viewpoint, the internal affair argument
is so untenable that now it is employed
at the United Nations only by the most
repressive nations. The reality is that at
the United Nations nations are regularly
criticized for alleged human-rights vio
lations. At the Commission on Human
Rights, for example, many of the na
tions here, including the Soviet Union,
joined in a thorough review of humanrights violations of some 19 nations —
with nary a whisper about internal af
fairs. Surely world events in "recent
years have dramatically demonstrated
that massive human-rights violations
are not just internal matters, but affect
peace and stability. So let us put aside
that scratchy old record called "The
Ballad of Internal Affairs"and get down
to serious work.
Mr. Chairman, it was encouraging to
hear the distinguished Soviet delegate
say that he wanted to proceed in a
"businesslike manner." He said that in
his opening speech, not once, but twice,
and repeated it in his second speech.

For the past months I have sat in the
General Assembly of the United Nations
and have become quite accustomed to
hearing some of my colleagues illustrate
a point through parables and folk tales,
parables and folk tales.
Hence, I hope you will indulge me as 1
begin with a brief tale of two young
shepherds, Peter and Ivan, who often
grazed their flocks side by side.
One day, Peter said: "Pray, Ivan do
you love me?"
"Of course I do," said Ivan.
Petey went on: "Tell me Ivan, do you
know what gives me pain?"
"How do I know what gives you
pain?" replied Ivan.
"Well then," Peter said, "if you do
not know what gives me pain, how can
you say you love me?"
Mr. Chairman, detente is not quite
love. Yet is not the lesson of this story
that we cannot have detente unless we
understand what causes one another
-pain and tension?
I believe that my country and some
like-minded nations here have express
ed understanding of what causes the
Eastern nations pain and tension. We
recall painfully the war which bore so
heavily on civilian poulatipns and
ravaged town and country. We are
equally mindful of the tensions caused
by an arms race and escalations; we
Perhaps, then, we can set forth two
certainly are as passionately committed principles that we regard as businesslike.
to peace; we surely share the view First, in a businesslike discussion, each
espoused by the Soviet delegate that the party should be entitled to raise issues
alternative to detente is unthinkable.
and engage in discussion on them in a
But what we do not comprehend is constructive effort to resolve differences.
why there is not reciprocal understand
Second, in a businesslike discussion,
ing of what causes us tension and pain. one should get as specific as possible.
We spoke clearly. Very early in the Principles advance through specific
session Belgium described the human applications. Therefore, we shall
face to detente and others echoed that emphasize specifics. Some of the
cry. Very early the` Netherlands precise Eastern nations consider us too specific
ly pointed out that, to have the trust that because we often recite names. Should
must underlie cooperation on security, an international body take up its time
we must have cooperation on human with any particular name? The question
rights and human contacts. Very early deserves an answer. There are, in fact, a
Canada said that the Final Act is about number of reasons.
people. And others have eloquently
affirmed those expressions. Those
One reason is that names often have
statements were not polemics. Those of great symbolic as well as individual
us who stress human rights come from significance. In the case of Academi
nations which went through their own cian Andrei Sakharov, for example, he
revolutions and struggles for human is a symbol for all of those who are
rights. Somerightswere obtained early denied human contacts, for all the
such as those won at Runnymede in suppressed Helsinki monitors in his
1215, secured by the French masses , country, for the Charter 77 and VONS
against Louis XVI, by the American members, and for repressed persons
settlers against George III; some came everywhere.
later. AH the European nations who
A second reason is that the people
spoke of the human face of detente named often suffer for the very reason
know from their own experience how that they have sought to carry the
precious liberty is and how fragile.
banner of Basket III and other provi
The Eastern nations must appreciate sions to which the nations here have
therefore that humanrightsand human committed themselves. Therefore we
contacts provisions are to us an indivisi have a specific obligation to them and
ble part of the Helsinki process. those they represent. A Vladimir
Violation of them gives us pain; it Slepak or Ida Nudel representing those
undercuts detente. As the delegate from refused the right to emigrate; a Balys
Ireland put it: for our people the very Gajauskas representing thosejailed
validity ot the Helsinki Final Act because of contacts with families of
depends on these provisions.
political prisoners; a Lev Lukianenko
What is particularly disturbing is that and an Arvydas Chekhanavicius
when nation after nation raises matters representing those incarcerated because
relating to the human face of detente, of their views on freedom; a Vyachesthe response is that such matters are lav Chornovil and Yuriy Shukhevych
"internal affairs." That answer is representing those arrested because of
deficient in logic and is contrary to their monitoring activities. These
international law.
names are often short ways of identify
І Consider it logically. If the object of ing a.group and they signal our interest,
det`e`nte` is Vd'defose`tehsibns.'`a'rid' v concern arid obligations.
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Third, reciting names has many
precedents in the United Nations and
other international bodies, and the reci
tation has proved beneficial sufficient
times that we need no longer.shrink
from it.
Finally, and by no means least, there
is the humanitarian objective. Govern
ments should have compassion; certain
ly they include many compassionate
men and women. The Final Act is for
people, and names are the human face
of detente. Humanitarian response to
these names can only create confidence
and further detente. Every name we
mention is said not in hostility but in
hope.
. Mr. Chairman, 1 wish now to sketch
some of the highlights of our interest in
Basket III questions, which interre
late, of course, to principles in the Final
Act. The details will need to befilledin
as the subsidiary working body
proceeds systematically through its
tasks.
While my remarks will cover a
number of problem areas, I would
emphasize, however, that the record is
not unmixed. There has beem some
progress, as we have already noted in
earlier statements. There are also others
which merit citation.
For example, in recent months pri
vate American citizens, members of the
Lutheran Church, have experienced
increased opportunities to have con
tacts with Soviet citizens who share the
same religious faith. AH such instances
of fulfillment of Final Act pledges serve
the interests of all of us. They build
understanding between private citizens
and create a better basis for that
cooperation which the Final Act seeks
to foster.
It is also of importance to us that a
number of Eastern European countries
have made substantial efforts to resolve
family reunification cases in the past
year. And we have been encouraged by
the Soviet government's recent decision
to grant writer Lev Kopelev permission
to travel for reasons of a professional
nature.
These actions come at a time when
the political climate between East and
West has cooled.
Even in such
uncertain times, it is reassuring that
steps under Basket III continue to bei
taken. Indeed, it is particularly in times
of political tension that we need to
highlight the Final Act's objective to
build security and cooperation through
practical, humanitarian steps of benefit
to individuals. The accomplishments
under Basket III in all 35 participat
ing states should reinforce our resolve
to build upon them further.
It is in this spirit, Mr. Chairman, that
I also wish to indicate today a number
of problems areas which indicate how
far we still have to travel. We recall that
the Soviet delegate spoke of a business
like approach to conditions for the

reunification of families. Since this is an
area of particular interest to us and
comes at the beginning of Basket 11 Lit is
a good place to start.
' We are puzzled why some nations
have adopted a policy that family
reunification is limited to first-degree
kinship, namely spouses, parents and
children, "the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights calls for free
emigration with only a few exceptions.
Is it possible that the Final Act is being
used as a limitation on the covenant? If
so, that, is wrong. Furthermore, why!
should reunification ever be limited to
first degree kinship when the Final Act
calls for participating states to deal with
reunification in a "positive and human
itarian spirt?" Such restriction is hardly
in that spirit. Can we not, as a modest
measure and in the spirit of the Act, at
least' follow the broader definition of
family? Some say new restrictions came
in retaliation against nations who have
raised the Afghanistan issue. But I
cannot believe any signatory would,
hold emigres hostage in that way.
We also find that major obstacles are
placed in the way of reunifications.
Basket III precisely calls for dealing
with applications expeditiously, for
reconsideration of refusals at short
intervals and for no adverse affect on
applicants. Too often, these provisions
are not observed. All of us know how
Kafka-like procedures can bewilderttnd
frustrate and' discourage. Most despe
rate is the condition of those persons
labeled "refuseniks" - persons invited
to join their families and who have been
refused permission^ In the USSR,- for
example, these persons, eumbering in
the thousands, often lose their jobs, are'
dismissed from universities,, and are
denied benefits. Such persons are
deprived, in effect, of a life in the
present.
'
`Why are these people refused permis
sion? Should the reasons not be care
fully set forth for ea,ch "person and
regularly revived? Sometimes persons
are refused because they had access to,
classified information. Professor Zivs,
the vice president of the Association of
Soviet Jurists, has „noted that mora
toriums on classified' information ex
pire relatively early due t6 the. rapid
stride of science. Yet, although Alex
ander Lerner's access to classified
information ended nine years ago, he is
still also waits, although since 1972, his
only access to "classified information"
has been as an elevator operator, janitor
or ticket inspector on public buses.
Often persons are refused permission
because they had served in the army
and, therefore, allegedly had access to1
classified information even though they
completed their army service some 10
years ago. Is that not time enough?
(Continued on page 16)

Letter to the editor

Ukrainian language necessary
Dear Editor:
With reference to Dr. Paul Magocsi`s
inaugural lecture of the Ukrainian
Studies Chajr at the University of
Toronto (Ukrainian Weekly, Novem
ber 30), it is self-evident that he does not
have to justify the existence of Ukrainian
studies in Canada (they're not exactly a
strange phenomenon here); he does
paradoxically, however, justify the nonusage of the Ukrainian language in
lectures in the Toronto Ukrainian
Studies Chair.
Dr. Magocsi feels that "Ukrainian
will survive, regardless of whether uni
versity lectures are presented in that lan
guage". That is a-highly d"et)'afaBre

question considering the language
policy of the Soviet Union and the rate
of assimilation in the diaspora. His
remarks are all the more ironic in
Canada in view of the opportunities and
all the strivings being made for the
preservation of minority languages be
they Inuit, Cree, French, etc. in this
country.
A Ukrainian Studies Chair (be it in
Toronto or Cambridge, Mass.) without
the incorporation of at least some form
of Ukrainian language lecturing has
got to be some kind of aberration.
Maria Boyko

Winnipeg, Man.,
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Dissidents

Vyacheslav Chornovil
A crackdown on Ukrainian dissi
dents, particularly Helsinki moni
tors, continued with renewed viru
lence in 1980, with numerous ar
rests, re-arrests and trials. In an
attempt to thoroughly decimate the

human-rights movement before the
Moscow Olympics and the opening
of the Madrid Conference, Soviet
authorities began charging many
dissidents on criminal rather than
overtly political charges.
Among Helsinki monitors sen
tenced on non-political charges
were Vyacheslav Chornovil (at
tempted rape ), Yaroslav Lesiv (drug
possesion), Vasyl Lisovy (parasi
tism) and Mykola Horbal (attempted
rape ).
Helsinki monitors sentenced or
arrested for political "crimes" in
cluded Petro and Vasyl Sichko,
Zynoviy Krasivsky, Vitaly Каїупу–
chenko, Olha Heyko, Vasyl Stus,
Oksana Meshko and Ivan Sokulsky.
Among other dissidents so charged
were Bohdan Chuiko, Vasyl Вагіа–
dianu, Hryhoriy Prykhodko and
Hanna Mykhailenko. Svitliana Кугу–
chenko, a Helsinki monitor and wife
of imprisoned dissident Yuriy Badzio received an administrative sanc
tion - three months' extra labor.
Only two of the 37 Ukrainian
Helsinki group members remain
free - Ivan Kandyba, and Stefania
Shabatura, who is under constant
surveillance.

Hostage
Another political prisoner, Mi
chael Metrinko, the 33-year-old
Ukrainian American among the
hostages being held in Iran, is spend
ing his 421 st day in captivity. Signifi
cantly, President Jimmy Carter spe
cifically referred to the American
hostages in this year's Human Rights
Day proclamation issued on De
cember 10.
The Ukrainian community, evermindful of the plight of the hostages,
celebrated liturgy in Mr. Metrinko's
hometown of Olyphant, Pa., and
in many other cities, offered prayers
for the hostages'release. Many
organizations, including the UNA,
also called on their members to send
Christmas greetings to Mr. Metrinko,
thus affirming their moral support.

Winter
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Free

-^

Olympics

This was the year of the Moscow
Olympics and the ill-fated Olympic
boycott. Although many Western
nations did attend the Games,
Ukrainians in Canada and Argentina
staged their own counter-Olympics
to dramatize concern for Soviet
human-rights violations, the inva
sion of Afghanistan and the subjuga
tion of non-Russian nations that
cannot compete under their own
national flags in international com
petitions. Nearly 400 athletes`of
Ukrainian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Es
tonian and Armenian descent par
ticipated in the Free Olympiad out
side Toronto, while 200 young peo
ple from various Ukrainian огдапі–

Madrid

Conference

Various Ukrainian groups and
former dissidents kept a high profile
at this year's Madrid Conference to
review implementation of the Hel
sinki Final Act. Their active partici
pation and pre-conference prepara
tions helped pave the way for Wes
tern delegations to severely criticize
the Soviet Union for human-rights
violations. In addition, Myroslaw
Smororiskv a public member of the

W o m e n in

.
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1980:
zations held a Free Olympics in
Buenos Aires.

official U.S. delegation to the talks,
acted as a liaison between the dele
gation and the various Ukrainian
groups assembled in Madrid. During
the conference, issues such as
Russif ication and the Soviet destruction of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church were raised as a result of the
efforts of the Ukrainian activists.
Moreover, nearly all Western dele
gations cited individual cases of
Ukrainian political prisoners during
review of the so-called Basket III
provisions of the accords.

Copenhagen

Twenty-two Ukrainian women
comprising the delegation of the
World Federation of Ukrainian
Women's Organizations took part
in the Non-Governmental Organiza
tions Forum held concurrently with
the World Conference of the United
Nations Decade for Women in Cop
enhagen this summer.

Michael Metrinko

To this end, the members of the
delegation staged a hunger strike in
solidarity with women political pris
oners in Ukraine, held a press con
ference, gave numerous interviews
and conducted a workshop. The
latter event, which.was disrupted by
women from Latin America, was one
example of the politicizing of the
forum by radical feminists and by
The stated aim of the delegation political activists of certain groups.
was to focus attention on the de
Main spokesman for the delega
fense of Ukrainian women political tion was Dr. Nina Strokata who, as a
prisoners and their families, and to former political prisoner, gave ex
protest Soviet violations of human tensive information in her testimony
and national rights in Ukraine.
on the issues in question.

Olympics

(HUNGER STRIKE"!
IN SOLIDARITY WITH.
UKRAINIAN WOMEN J
'.POLITICAL PRISONERS!
, w TUC
JN
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Ukrainian women in Copenhagen.

Election-year

Ukrainians demonstrate at the Lake Placid Olympics.
Last winter's Olympics in Lake staged a six-hour mobile demon
Placid saw two sets of demonstra stration at the Olympic site, while
tions by two Ukrainian organiza the Ukrainian Liberation Front and
tions. Both had the same aim, how its sub-groups staged a series of
ever - to protest Soviet human- actions throughout the week. The
rights violations, the choice of Mos groups did not get together for a
cow as an Olympic site, and the unified joint effort. Unfortunately,
inability of Ukrainian athletes to their lack of unity is indicative of the
compete for their own nation. The widening schism polarizing the
Smoloskyp Organization for the Ukrainian community, a rift that has
Defense of Human Rights in Ukraine grown more pronounced this year.

politics

1980 was a federal election year in
both the United States and Canada,
and politicians of all stripes courted
favor with the "ethnics," including
Ukrainians. In the process, they
scored a number of firsts.
Joe Clark, then-prime minister of
Canada, became the first head of
state in recent memory to address a
program commemorating the inde
pendence of Ukraine. Perhaps with
an eye on the calendar and the
upcoming February 19 elections, he
took advantage of the opportunity to
denounce the Kremlin for its human
and national rights violations and
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its invasion of Afghanistan, and
touched upon his government's
positions on the Madrid Conference
and multiculturalism.
In April, President Jimmy Carter
personally accepted a gift of pysanky
from a group of Philadelphia Ukrai
nians and met with the group for
some 10 minutes.
In May, Vice President Walter
Mondale wrote "Ukrainians" on his
compaign schedule and slated a
stopover at the New Jersey home of
Myroslaw and Camille Smorodsky,
thus becoming the first U.S. vice
president in history to be hosted at
a Ukrainian home.
Republican presidential hopeful
Ronald Reagan, accompanied by

.
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verview
his wife Nancy, decided to take in
some Ukrainian culture and cuisine,
and possibly collect some Ukrainian
votes, at the sixth annual Ukrainian
Festival at the Garden State Arts
Center. The Carter camp was repre
sented by the president's ethnic
affairs adviser, Dr. Stephen Aiello,
and his oft-mentioned Ukrainian
assistant, Natalie Sluzar.
і

Rosalynn Carter did her part for
her husband's campaign among
ethnics when, in late October, she
visited St. John the Baptist Ukrai
nian Catholic Parish in Newark,
N.J., to meet with school children
and senior citizens. The visit - the
first everby a First Lady to Ukrainian
institution — seemed to recognize
that New Jersey would be a key state
if the president was to be re-elected.

Both Gov. Reagan and President
Carter sent their representatives,
Gen. Alexander Haig and Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski, respectively, to the
UCCA congress held in October in
Philadelphia.
In sum, Ukrainians were begin
ning to be noticed by the powers
that be. In fact, an increasing
number of persons was beginning to
get personally involved in election
campaigns of candidates. Several most notably Steve Postupack, exe
cutive director of the Nationalities
Division of the Reagan/Bush Cam
paign Committee - were named to
high-level positions.
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The 13th UCCA Congress.
Despite the presence of Gen.
Alexander Haig and National Secu
rity Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinksi,
the personal representatives, re
spectively, of Republican presiden
tial candidate Ronald Reagan and
President Jimmy Carter, the un
lucky 13th Congress of the Ukrai
nian Congress Committee of Amer
ica will undoubtedly go down in
history as one of the greatest fail
ures of Ukrainian emigre communi
ty life.
After one political grouping man
aged to wrest control of the UCCA
- all the while determinedly ignor
ing the opinions of the minority and,
in effect, imposing a gag rule on all
dissenting voices - over 20 national
organizations walked out of the
congress.

Historic

In an attempt to heal the painful
rift in the Ukrainian community
which affects individuals and orga
nizations from the local to the inter
national levels, a delegation of the
Committee on Law and Order met
with UCCA representatives on De
cember 12. This first meeting bore
no fruit, however, and further nego
tiations between the two groups
were scheduled for 1981.
Twenty-seven organizations which
protested the by-laws violations and
other irregularities of the 13th con
gress later united to form the Com
mittee for Law and Order in the
UCCA and pledged to work together
for the reform of the UCCA and
normalization of Ukrainian commu
nity life in the United States.
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Ronald and Nancy Reagan at the New Jersey Ukrainian Festival.
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Church
This year was marked by two
major events in the life of the Ukrai
nian Catholic Church.
Philadelphia Metropolitan Муго–
slav I. Lubachivsky was named
coadjutor with right of succession to
Cardinal Josyf Slipyj on March 27 at
the first synod of Ukrainian Catholic
bishops to have been convened by a
pope.
The First Regular Synod of Bi
shops of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church, convened and headed by
Patriarch Josyf Slipyj on November
25, with the approval of Pope John
Paul II, constituted a cornerstone

for the self-regulation of the Цкгаі–
nian Catholic Church in accordance
with the traditions Of Eastern
Churches and the resolutions of the
second Vatican Council.
Apart from nominating can
didates to episcopal positions in the
Philadelphia and Chicago eparchies
and other auxiliary episcopal posts
(the candidates' names were submit
ted to Pope John Paul II for the final
selection), the synod issued a docu
ment denying the legitimacy of the
1946 Lviv Synod. The 1946 synod, in
effect, liquidated the Ukrainian
Catholic Church and subordinated
the faithful in Ukraine to the Russian
Orthodox Church.
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Interior of St.MichaersChurch as it appeared before fire destroyed the historic
building.
The first Ukrainian Catholic
church in America, St. Michael's
Byzantine-Ukrainian Catholic
Church in Shenandoah, Pa., was
was completely destroyed by fire on
April 7.
The historic church was built in
1885, a year after St. Michael's
parish was established by the Rev.

Ivan Voliansky, who had been ap
pointed to serve Ukrainian Catholics
in this country by the Metropolitan
of Lviv, Sylvester Sembratovych.
The parishioners of St. Michael's
have vowed to rebuild the church,
which was located in the town
known as the cradle of organized
Ukrainian American community life.

Appointments
Several Ukrainians were appoint
ed this past year to important gov
ernment and academic positions in
the United States and Canada. Among them were:

A scene from the synod of bishops.

\/

Myroslaw
Myroslaw Smorodsky, a New Jer
Smorodskv
sey attorney, who was appointed a
Julian Kulas, a Chicago attorney,
public member of the U.S. delega
tion to the Madrid Conference by was named to the U.S. Holocaust
(Continued on page 11)
President Jimmy Carter.
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First Ukrainian church on Long Island marks 50th anniversary
by Helen Perozak Smindak
UNIONDALE, N. Y. - To look back
over 50 years of hard work, of dedication
to religious traditions, of happy times
and sad occasions, and of perseverance
through tribulations cannot be achieved
by riffling through a scrapbook or
scanning a photo album. With this in
mind, the parish of St. Michael's Ukrai
nian Orthodox Church here set aside a
whole day to celebrate the 50th anniver
sary of the first Ukrainian church center
formed on Long Island, to honor its
pioneers and outstanding members, and
to mark the Feast Day of St. Michael
the Archangel, for whom the church is
named.
The special anniversary was held on
November 23, beginning with a divine
Liturgy in the small brick church with
its familiar bulb-shaped dome. St.
Michael's pastor, the Rev'. Dr.' Simon
Hayuk, and the Rev. Vasyl Iwashchuk,
pastor of St. Sophia Ukrainian Ortho
dox Church in Bayonne, N.J., сопсеїе–
brated the Liturgy, assisted by the Rev.
Volodvmvr Polishchuk of l,akewnnd
N.J., serving as protodeacon. Choral
responses were offered by the church
choir, led by Olexander Kalinowsky, a
Hofstra University pre-med student
who has been serving as choir director
since the death three years ago of the
parish's long-time choir leader, the late
George Gural.
A formal dinner for over 250 parish
ioners and guests was held after the
Liturgy in the adjacent church center,
where a goodly number of school
children, toddlers and even infants in
arms provided a warm family ambiance
to the occasion.
Adding a decidely Ukrainian flavor
to the catered dinner was the savory
borshch prepared by the parish's sister
hood under the direction of Jean Andree

s Ukrainian Orthodox Church
of Bayside, Queens and the wall decora
tions created by Ihor Kuchmak, son of
the Ukrainian artist, the late Ivan
Kuchmak.
Ukrainian cultural traditions were
lovingly presented during the entertain
ment portion of the afternoon's pro
gram by the Uniondale bandura ensem
ble led by Mr. Kalinowsky, a trio of
singers including Valentina Lvsniak.
Ivanna Soltys and Marta Szpachynsky,
pianists Nina Pawlenko (a graduate of
the Juilliard School of Music) and
Levko Lysniak, and the church choir.

WEEKEND PREVIEW
Wednesday, December 31
" SUM-A and the League of
Ukrainian Catholics in Philadel
phia will hold a New Year dance at
the Josaphat School auditorium at
Dittman and Disston Streets, Phila
delphia. The dance starts at 9 p.m.;
music will be provided by O. Strotskv`s orchestra Dnioro.
" The Ukrainian community in
Glen Spey, N.Y., will celebrate the
coming of the New Year at 9 p.m. at
Verkhovyna. Admission is S10 per
person.
Saturday, January 10
" The 23rd annual 'Malanka ' of
the Western Pennsylvania region of
the Ukrainian Orthodox League
will be held at the Greentrees Holiday
Inn, Pittsburgh. Music for dancing
will be provided by the Corsairs.
Donation is S7.50 per person. High
lighting the event will be the selection
of Miss UOL of western Pennsylva
nia.
" t h e Newark branch of SUM-A
will hold its annual Malanka ` at 8
p.m. at Ukrainian National Home in
Irvington, N.J. Music for dancing
will be provided by the Chervona
Ruta band from Syracuse.
" The Ukrainian Sports Club of
New York is holding a Malanka at
9 p.m. at the Ukrainian National
Home, 140 Second Ave., New York.
Music will be provided by Bohdan
Hirniak's orchestra. For table reser
vation? cal.L (212) 475-1340,ч

Saturday, January 10
"The Senior Chapter of the Ukrai
nian Orthodox League (U.O.L.) of
Holy Ascension Ukrainian Ortho
dox Church, Maplewood, N.J., will
sponsor its fifth annual Malanka at
8:30 p.m. in the church hall at 652
Irvington Avenue. Prior to the party
Vespers will be served in church at
7:30 p.m.
Music for dancing will be provided
by the Chary Orchestra. Admis
sion is S16.00 per person and includes
a hot and cold buffet, party favors
and a champagne toast. The public is
welcome and tickets can be reserved
by phoning Halya Slinko at 373-0797
between 7 and 9 p.m.
Sunday, January 11
" Branch 83 of the UNWLA will
hold a Yalynka at 2:30 p.m. at St.
George School auditorium, 215 E.
Sixth St., New York. Some 40 stu
dents will take part in a Christmas
pageant. Admission: children and
s t u d e n t s - SI.50; adults- S3.
Tuesday, January 6
" Holy Ascension Ukrainian Or
thodox Church in Maplewood, N.J.,
will sponsor its annual Christmas
Radio Program on New York City
rado station WHBI - FM, 105.9 at 9
p.m. Featured during the 30 minute
broadcast will be traditional Ukrai
nian carols and a Christmas message
by Rev. John R. Nakonachny, parish
priest,. . . .
. .... .. . - ...- -:

in Uniondale, N.Y.,
with rectory (far left) and new community center
(partly visible at side of church).

Pioneers of St. Michael's parish who ` tion for the Defense of Four Freedoms
are no longer living were remembered as for Ukraine) Volodymyr Szpachynsky
the entire gathering stood for a minute (Ukrainian National Accociation),
of silence.
George Shtohryn (Self-Reliance Com
mittee), Zenia Zarycky (Ukrainian
With Father Hayuk and master of National Women's League of America)
ceremonies Michael Pyszczymucha and Bohdan Kurchak (Plast).
presiding, corsages were presented to a
Among the guests at the head table
group of pioneers, several still-active was the pastor of St. Peter and Paul
senior parish members and five pre Church, the Rev. Petro Sahaidachny.
school youngsters, who symbolized the
Church built in 1930
future of the parish. The pioneers
included Mary Roembeck, Mr. and
Keynote speaker Serge Neboshynsky,
Mrs. George Matwiychuk, Peter Senyk, wno has made a study of Ukrainian
John and Charlie Maksymkiw and community life on Long Island, touched
Anna Iwashkiw.
on highlights in the life of St. Michael's
Honored for their devoted work in
the parish were Mr. and Mrs. Volodymyr Kostyshyn, Nicholas Krawchuk,
Russell and Mary Shafchuk, Anna
Gural and Alexandra Misurenko.
Metropolitan Mstyslav sent his bles
sings to the entire parish and a certificate
of merit to the Sisterhood of St. Mary
and St. Olga, presently headed by
Theofilia Neboshynsky. The sisterhood,
through its annual holiday bazaars and
frequent sales of varenyky, has raised
thousands of dollars to assist in paying
tor the buiimng oi tne new church
center.
A special certificate of merit, signed
by the officers of the parish, was
presented to Father Hayuk by Serge
Neboshynsky, president of the parish
committee, as "an expression of our
thanks for your tolerance of us."
In traditional Ukrainian style, there
were greetings and congratulations
from numerous guests. They included
Prof. Vasyl Omelchenko, speaking on
z behalf of the Ukrainian Academy of
Arts and Sciences in New York; Ivan
Samilenko, director of the Ukrainian
Institute of America; M. Konyk, of St.
Vladimir Ukrainian Orthodox Church
in Manhattan, and Dan Zawyrucha, of
St. Peter and Paul Ukrainian Orthodox
Church in West Islip, L.I.
Representing local branches of na
tional organizations were: Bohdan
Kopystiansky (Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America), Mykola Кигс–
zak (Organization for the Rebirth of
Ukraine) Katherine Mycio (Organiza-

parish. He noted the Ukrainians formed
cohesive groups on Long Island after
World War I to preserve their religion
and cultural traditions. In 1926,a group
of emigrants from western Ukraine organ
ized St..Michael's Brotherhood, obtain
ed the services of a Ukrainian priest and
began to hold liturgies in a private
home. Their church building was com
pleted in 1930 and parish activities
began to flourish — picnics, dances,
banquets, weddings. A youth club and a
sisterhood were formed.
Although the immigrants were Uniates (Greek Catholics) they did not wish
to be part of the Roman Catholic
Church and called their church "Ukrai
nian Greek Catholic Orthodox."
The influx of new immigrants after
World War II produced pressures that
caused some of the parishioners to leave
St. Michael's in 1956 and form a new
parish. Holy Trinity Church in Westbury. The two parishes were reunited in
1967 as St. Michael's Ukrainian Ortho
dox Church.
With over 130 families in the unified
parish, there is renewed vigor and
enthusiasm: An iconostasis created by
artists Serhiy Makerenko and Nadio
Somko was added to the church and air
conditioning has been installed. In
1976, a contemporary church center
with modern kitchen facilites was built
next to the church, and parking space
and landscaping were a d d e d .
St. Michael's Church is part of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church in the
USA, headed by Metropolitan Msty
slav.
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cil on Multiculturalism on April 17.
The council advises federal agen Family...
cies on multiculturalism programs
(Continued from page 6)
(Continued from page 9)
and policies. Mr. Decore is also the
Memorial Council. The council is president of the Ukrainian Canadian organization each as it sees fit. Too
charged with overseeing educatio Professional and Business Federa many cooks spoil the broth,"she writes.
The problem of the family and the
nal, commemorative and investiga tion.
state's responsibility for its well-being
tive, actions related to the Holocaust.
Dr. Paul Magocsi, formely of the has also been discussed in the all-union
Dr. Albert A. Kipa, a college pro Harvard Ukrainian Research Insti
fessor from Pennsylvania, was ap tute, was selected to head the Chair press. In a recent article in "Sovietskoie
pointed on March 30 to the National of Ukrainian Studies at the Univer gosudarstvo і pravo." candidate of
Advisory Council on Ethnic Affairs sity of Toronto. Mr. Magosci's ap juridical sciences Y. A. Korolev noted
that last year the executive committee of
Studies. Dr. Kipa, who was born in pointment created a furor among
the Moscow City Council established a
Kiev, was the first Ukrainian ap certain Ukrainian students and aca Department on Questions of the Fami
pointed to the council.
demics at the university, who ly and Marriage. The question of
Laurence G. Decore, an Edmon charged that there were certain creating either a government or public
ton lawyer, was appointed chairman hiring irregularities in Dr. Magosci's institution on family affairs both on the
of the Canadian Consulative Coun appointment.
all-union and republic levels, argues the
author, has already been raised by the
and Canada, as individuals public and should be acted upon.4
Babyn Yar memorial States
and organizations sent letters and - .Although Ms. Kovtun does not speci
donations to assist the work of the fically mention the low birth rate in
This was the year that small pock Denver activists. Moreover, their Ukraine, this no doubt is one of the
ets of activists did immeasurable action insured that the popular myth major reasons for the growing concern
service to"the Ukrainian community of Ukrainian collaboration was once
as a whole and the Ukrainian cause. and for all dead and buried in Den
In Denver, the local UCCA branch ver. When visitors from throughout USCAK...
hammered out an agreement with the United States pass by the
the Jewish community which en memorial, they will read that Ukrai
(Continued from page 4)
sured that the Ukrainian victims of nian people were victims and not Roman Slysh. swimming chairman;
yictimizers
during
the
Holocaust.
Babyn Yar would be included in the
Bohdan Nazarko. chess chairman:^.
planned Babyn Yar memorial Park The Babyn Yar project is a giant step Kuzeliak. chess vice chairman.
in that city. Ttieir efforts touched off in rectifying many misconceptions
Elected to the auditing committe
an outpouring of support from the and its importance cannot be over
were: Yaroslaw Moroz, M. Dachniwsky
Ukrainian community in the United stated.
and B. Zarovsk,y.
Elected to the UCSAK Council were:
The Polovchaks are currently
Polovchak case
being represented by attorneys for Ivan Chamuliak. Mr. Sawchuk, Bohdan
the American Civil "Liberties Union Rak. Wolodymyr Kizyma and the Rev.
The custody battle over 12-year- who contend that, since Walter is a
old Walter Polovchak who refused minor and his parents have not been
to return totheSoviet Union with his shown to be incompetent, the state
parents, is still unresolved.
has no right to deny custody of the
Walter's 17-year-old sister Natalie, child to his parents.
no longera minor, decided to remain
Representing Walter is Attorney
in the United States, -Walter, who Julian Kulas who maintains that the
also did not want to return to the boy should not be returned to the
Soviet Union, was granted political Soviet Union against his will, stres
asylum on July 21 and has been sing that "that it would be to his
temporarily placed in a foster home. detriment to return."
Soviet officials maintain that
The Polovchak case is currently in
young Walter should be turned over
to his parents and insist that the appelate court. If need be, Attorney
Polovchaks return with their two Kulas has said he intends to take it to
the federal level.
sons.

1980s...

Census
Ukrainians wanted to be counted
as such in the 1980 U.S. Census, the
20th decennial census of the U.S.
population. They were able to do so
since, for the first time in history,
ethnic Americans had the opportu
nity to make their national back
ground known on one (on the short

form) or tour (on the long form)
questions of the census question
naire. Ukrainian Americans were
urged to reply Ukrainian to two
questions on ancestry and one on
language, other than English, spo
ken at home, as well as to give
Ukraine as their place of birth if they
were born on ethnographically
Ukrainian lands.
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Advertising rates for The Ukrainian Weekly
General ao^ertisements:! inch, siiigle column

Fraternal and community advertisements: 1 inch, single column
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7.00
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Quarterage
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Photo reproduction:
single column
double column
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30 Montgomery Street. Jersey City, N.J. 07302
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for family stability in the republic. Mr.
Korolev does, however, refer to the
declining birth rate in the country as a
whole and notes that not only socioeconomic but also ethnic factors play an
important role in the demographic
structure of Soviet society.5
'. Halyna Kovtun, "I na vse zhyttia,"
Radianska Ukraina, November 22, 1980.
2
L. Alekseyeva, "Nazvaly klub 'Verbychkoiu'," Radianska Ukraina, October
18, 1980.
3
RL. 394/80, "People Who Need People:
The Kharkiv Family and Marriage Service,"
October 23, 1980.
4
. Yu. A. Korolev, "Razvitie brachnosemeinykh otnoshenii v sovremennykh
usloviakh," Sovietskoie gosudarstvo і
pravo. No. 8, 1980, p. 65.
5

Ibid., p. 62.

Bohdan Smyk. The remainder of the
available posts are to be filled, in
accordance with the new by-laws, byrepresentatives of the central boards of
the various youth organizations which
have sport clubs.
Before the close of the meeting, it was
unanimously decided that the execu
tive board should have its representa
tives in the major Ukrainian organiza
tions in the United States and Canada
without havine to ioin the so-called
conferences of youth organizations.
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Ukrainian Opera presents show at Suffolk high school
by Laryssa Lauret
WILLIAM FLOYD H.S. AUDITORIUM

MASTIC BEACH, N.Y. - When
Alicia Adreadis, our well-known Uk
rainian contralto, asked me to be
master of ceremonies for a variety show
to be held in Suffolk County, under the
sponsorship of the Town of Brookhaven Council on the Arts, I was not too
keen on it. But when she mentioned that
it was intended for high school students
during their school day, and that,one
week prior to the show they would be
studying all about Ukraine — i t s geo
graphy, its history, its political and
socio-economic situation today - I
immediately accepted.
Besides, it's extremely gratifying to
watch an enthusiastic, young audience.
When they like something, they let you
know (and vice versa). They don't leave
you guessing.
I was absolutely right. November 17,
at William Floyd High School in Mas
tic Beach, we gave two performances
for the youngsters. It was organized by
HI1HH

MASTIC BEACH R0,. MASTIC BEACH. N.T.

TWO PERFORMANCES ONLY
MONDAY. MOV. 17. 1980 10 8 11:30 А.И.
0 TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN

UKRAINIAN OPERA, INC.

UKRAINIAN
VARIETY SHOW

ALSO FEATURING:

ADMISSION FREE

Flyer which advertised the Ukrainian
Opera's performance at Mastic Beach
High School
the Ukrainian Opera Inc., which is
headed by Miss Andreadis. It was a hit.

Assisted quite expertly by the Wil
liam Floyd High School Orchestra,
Miss Andreadis first sang Fomenko's
"Love Ukraine," And the kids responed to it with cheers.
Then, the masterful virtuoso bandurist Julian Kytasty and Natalia
Honcharenko from the New York
School of Bandura, performed on the
bandura and sang. It was probably the
first time that the students in Mastic
beach, N. Y., had ever seen this unusual
instrument, and they were quite fasci
nated by it. When, later on in the
program, Mr. Kytasty played his greatuncle's — Hryhory Kytasty's — compo
sition "Whisper in the Steppes,"the kids
clapped, whistled, stomped their feet
and carried on as if they were at a rock
star's concert.
They responded just as enthusiasti
cally to the Tavria Dance Ensemble
from New York, under the leadership of
the nimble-footed Andre Kulyk. The
Ukrainian "Hopak" leaps of the male

jlo.31
dancers put the youngsters practically
on their feet, so boisterous was their
enthusuastic cheering.
When Miss Andreadis finished off
the program with the Irish "Danny
Boy," the students wouldn't let her get
off the stage. There was an encore from
"Love Story," and the show was over.
For the kids it was over too soon.
When the lights came up, they crow
ded around me and kept asking: "These
Ukrainian costumes, do people dress
like that every day in Ukraine?" "How
long does it take to learn to play that
instrument with the many strings?"
"Where are those artists from?" A
question heard over and over again was:
"Will you come back again, sometime?"
Well, there is good news. Apparently
the Brookhaven Council on the Arts,
buoyed by the enthusiastic response,
wants to have, the show repeated some
time soon — in the evening — so that
the general public, too, can enjoy it.
Well let you know when and where. It
might be worth the trip to Suffolk
County.

ARTS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
PRESENTS A NEW RELEASE O F LIVE CONCERT RECORDINGS

'DNIPRO' CHORUS OF CLEVELAND
25th ANNIVERSARY ALBUM
Sunflower Records SR-1017D /Double Album/ 512.00/set
AVAILABLE AT ALL MAJOR UKRAINIAN

FOR COMPLETE CATALOG OF UKR RECORDS ft TAPES CONTACT

ARTS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
26807 RYAN ROAD
WARREN, Ml 48091 (313) 757-2570
IN CANADA:

A.M. MARKETING
3635 CAWTHRA ROAD
^MISSISAUGA, ONTARIO L5A 2Y5 (416) 276-3902
DEALER INQUIRY WELCOME

UNA or a commercial AGENCY?
"UNA doesn't put our money into
investments we never see. They invest
in our Ukrainian community."
"As members, we get insurance
protection at a low cost, knowing that
at the same time, we're supporting
`Ukrainian-American life. How many
commercial agencies can make us
that offer?

^

'4-

The dramatized script wa,s written by
Lance Belville, an awardrwinning play
wright, who has currently completed,
scripts for Mr. Nowytski's two upcom
ing films commissioned by the Ukrai
nian National Association.
Initial filming for the UNA project
At this festival professionals from aJJ has Already been 'completed in early
parts of the world compete for ci'oveted
Ukrainian settlements in Pennsylvania,
awards presented on the basis of strin
gent standards of selection and presen particularly .in SRiamokin. Yuri Denysenko, a Ukrainian cameraman, was
tation.
Mr. Nowytski's director of photogra
Mr. Nowytski's film was selected phy for that segment of the filming. Mr.
from among hundreds ofen^ries and Denysenko had previously worked on
marks the second time that a film of his Mr. Nowytski's award-winning`film
has won a major prize at thisfilmfetival. "Kung-Fu Master: Gin Foon Mark" as
(The first film to be selected was second-unit cameraman.
One UNA film deals with member
"Immortal Image," a film about sculp
ship benefits and the other documents
tor Leo Мої.)
the Ukrainian experience in the United
States, beginning with the early immi
Mr. Nowytski's firm, Filmart Pro
ductions, was commissioned by the gration to this country. This historical
Underground Space Center at the film will be shot in various locations
University of Minnesota to produce this throughout the country and will require
film.for worldwide distribution.
more than a year to complete.

ST. PAUL, Minn. - "Grass On the
Roof," a lighthearted documentary film
by producer/director Slavko Nowyt
ski, was recently awarded lhe- silver
medal from the International Film and
Television Festival of New York.'

Attention, students!

Write today for information to:
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
30 Montgomery Street, 3rd Fl., Jersey City, N.J. 07302

:
.State

Slavko Nowytski (wearing glasses) directs a segment of "Grass on the Roof.'

SHOPS

Zipcode.

Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold
activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
Ukrainian community know about upcoming events.
The Weekly will be happy to help yog publicize them. We will also
be glad to print timely news stories about events that have already
taken place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will
also be accepted.
MAKE YOURSELF HEARD. Send materials to The Weekly.
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Manor schedules St. Basil's Ukrainian Club celebrates llth year
course registration
JENKINTOWN, Pa. - Co-ed even
ing class registration is scheduled for
January 6 and 8 at Manor Junior
College here, with second-semester
evening classes beginning January 13.
(Day classes begin January 7.)
Also scheduled are various seminars
including: construction foreman super
visory training program, beginning
January f3; job hunting strategies
starting January 13; and study skijls
starting January 13. On January 15 two
other seminars are scheduled to begin:
assertiveness training and medical
terminology.

Ukrainian university
announces courses
MUNICH - The Ukrainian Free
University has announced the program
of courses to be offered during the
" winter recess, December 26 to January
5.
Lecturing will be: Dr. Wolodymyr
Yaniw, "The Political Poems of Shevchenko"; the Rev. Dr. Ivan Hryniokh,
"Ukrainian Scholarship on the Milleni
um of Christianity in Ukraine"; Dr.
. Borys Vitoshynsky, "Human Rights in
the Context of International Law"; Dr.
Kyrylo Mytrovych, "Philosophical
Elements in the Works of Shevchenko";
and Dr. t)lha Vitoshynska, "From the
`Rozstrilene Yidroddzennia` to the
Writers of the 70s."
Classes will be held on the premises of
the Ukainian foyer of the Rev. Pavlo
Kohut in Mackwiller, France. -

Receives award
for embroidery
MASPETH, N.Y. - Maria Kuzyszyn won four ribbons for her Ukraini
an embroidered items displayed at the
fourth annual Country Fair held recent
ly at Maspeth Town Hall.
Mrs. Kuzyszyn`s work had captured a
first-place ribbon during the 1978 fair.

Sakharov...
(Continued from page 2)

cist Bolonkin (all but the latter I know
personally). None of them broke any of
the country's laws; they neither resorted
to nor incited violence. They attempted"
to realize their goals by'use of the
written and spoken word as did I and we
cannot be separated. I think it would
have been only natural had the Acade
my of Sciences defended these repressed
scientists and not permitted them to be
slandered by its president. But my case
is different in that here the authqrities
abandoned even that pitiable imitation
of lawful process which they displayed
while persecuting dissidents in recent
years. This is inadmissible both as a
precedent and as a relapse. Not a single
one of the official institutions charged
with executing the law took upon itself
the responsibility for my deportation.
You know as well as I do that ac
cording to generally accepted legal
norms only a court can determine a
person's guilt, fix the form of punish
ment and. of course, its duration. In all
those aspects my case is an example of
flagrant lawlessness and thus my de
mand. I am not asking for mercy; I am
demanding justice.
To be continued.

The Ukrainian Club at St. Basil's Prep School this year celebrates its llth year. Under thedirectioniandjinstructionof Prof.
Roman Ramanyshy n, the club's main goal is to instil in each and every Ukrainian a love for his culture, tradition and language.
The Ukrainian Club sponsors such activities as woodcarving (under the watchful eye of Prof. Romanyshyn); Ukrainian folk
dancing `(under the direction of Mr. Uzdeichyk); a Ukrainian Day, which will be held on Sunday, March 1; and a newspaper,
"Visti." One of the main attractions of Ukrainian Day is the Ukrainian Speech Contest; this year's theme will be "Why We'
Need Priests." The Ukrainian Club (pictured above) has 30 members; Peter Semczuk is the president, Andrew Hanuszczyk,
vice-president, Zenon Werbowsky, secretary, and Ihor Mldzak, treasurer.

St George girls
are Manhattan
volleyball champs
NEW YORK - The St. George
Academy girls' volleyball team has once
again received the title of Manhattan
"Champions.
After .nine' unde
feated games played this fall against
other Manhattan Catholic high school
girls' teams, the team will once again be
presented with the Manhattan volley
ball trophy.
The members of the team are: Halia
Chudyk, Stephanie Dolak, Maria Drohobycky. Lesia Kaniatyn, Dzwinka
Kobasa, Darka Leshchuk, Lydia Mykytyn, Tania Porytko, Irene Pryjmak,
Melania Sonevytsky, Switlana Wojcickyj and Ksenia Zielyk.
Their coaches are Mrs. L. Caragay,
Oles Furda and John Leshchuk.

The St. George Academy girls' volleyball team.

Share a good thing - pass The Weekly on to a friend
My Intuition
From the year 1943 I have made
predictions based on intuition
on the outcome of Local and
National Elections and my
intuition has never betrayed
me. I told Ronald Reagan when
he was a candidate for Governor
that someday he would be
President of the United States.
M.P. Novak, author of
"Guardians of Ukraine".
P.S. There are a few copies
of this book'remaining;
Inquire at the address below:
M. P. NOVAK
I8J8 EFFIE ST.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90026
U.S.A.
АОРОГІ -

j ,.

Батьки ! лупіть на свята
своїм дітям моє англомовне вида–
ння”На Стороні України”/25 дол./,
коли не україномовне за 32.50 включно з пересилкою поитою.– гі.Н.
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Women's

association...

(Continued from page 4)

Celewych, the organization cond ucted a
series of actions on behalf of political
prisoners and their families on both
^national and international levels, intro
duced resolutions and disseminated
information and petitions protesting
Russification in Ukraine.
Its public relations chairperson, Mrs.
Stepaniak, and the members of her
committee participated in several non
governmental organization conferences
and seminar called by the State Depart
ment prior to the United, Na`tions MidDecade Women's Conference in Cop
enhagen. Mesdames Stepaniak and Kyi
were active in many ways and in part
icular initiated the hunger manifesta
tion/ as one of the actions of the
WFUWO delegatipn to the NGO
і Forum, which brought wide publicity in
the European press and focused world
attention on Id the Ukrainian wom
en political prisoners and their families
in the Soviet Unicm.
An exhibit ol photographs and mate
rials illustrated the activities of the
organization at the. Copenhagen con
ference.
Substantial funds were designated for
the support of national goals and
assistance of political prisoners, as well
as for social services to members. The
increase in membership and establish

ment of two new chapters in Miami and
Los Angeles indicated the steady growth
of the association.
Four chapters. New York, Chicago,
Syracuse and Philadelphia, were recog
nized for their activities; they received
special awards.
This organization is a member of the
WFUWO and cooperates with other
Ukrainian organizations and ethnic
groups.
The convention adopted a number of
formal resolutions and granted honor
ary membership to Slava Stetzko,
Maria Solonynka and Olha Zaverucha.
The keynote speech, titled "Ukrai
nian Woman in the International Wom
en's Movement and in the Ukrainian
Liberation Struggle," was presented by
Slava Kulish. a writer and journalist.
Mrs. Stetzko, editor of ABN Corres
pondence, gave a detailed report on
Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations actions
in Madrid during the Helsinki review
conference.
The women's association and the
Organization for the Defense of Four
Freedoms for Ukraine, which held its
convention at the same time at the
Ukrainian National Home, met in joint
sessions at the opening and closing of
the conventions, at a convention ban
quet and during an address delivered by
Jaroslaw Stetzko, head of the Organiza
tion of Ukrainian'Nationalists and the
ABN.
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wholeheartedly approved that move. In
and of itself this was a positive step
taken by that 12th congress. It seemed
(Continued from page 5)
to be an intense effort to democratize
higher learning, moves by Slavic ethnic
groups to be incorporated into this the organization.
It gave the opportunity for others to
country's affirmative action policies,
the establishment of a strong lobby take part in the ruling apparatus of the
UCCA
and simultaneously put the
group in Washington, and a host of
other matters weren't even approached. administration of the UCCA into the
Most importantly, the goals of the hands of the four organizations which
UCCA (which to this day are still represented the largest cross-section of
unclear except for the general statement the Ukrainian community.
that the organization unites all Ukraini
For a time it put an end to the
an organizations in America) - indeed, political squabbling which had marred
the reason the UCCA exists in the first the work of the UCCA in previous
place - were never discussed. It seems years. As far as compromises go, this
that these key issues were not on the was a genuine compromise, for all
minds of the delegates but rather on sectors of the Ukrainian community
who was going to "lead" them for the were appeased. It wasn't perfect but it
next four years.
was the best way to deal with the delicate
The work of the 13 (yes, 13) congress Ukrainian situation.
ional committees could also be termed a
Unfortunately, this was an agreement
failure. Many delegates did not even which was "voided" by the delegates at
attend the committee meetings. Most this congress. With nothing more than a
milled around the corridors engaging in statement by one man, that being the
conversations with acquaintances. chairman of the auditing committee,
Important committee meetings, such as who asserted in his report that the
the youth and external affairs commit rotation system of the executive vicetee received lukewarm, if any, attention presidency had not been effective, this
'from,the delegates, and their impact on system was rescinded and all of the
the congress was minimal.
fraternal organizations were demoted
The circus-like atmosphere of the to postions of lesser importance.
congress reached its pinnacle on the
First of all it was not within the
third day. The underlying factors con jurisdiction of the auditing committee
cerning the disorder and virtual break to audit or comment on such matters as
up of the congress on this third day are the rotational system. Its sole purpose is
rather complicated but must be discuss to audit all financial-matters pertaining
ed in order to give an adequate perspec to the UCCA. Another irony in all this
tive of the problem at hand.
is that no reasons were given for the
The dilemma revolved around the aforementioned evaluation. It was not
issue of the "rotation system for the pointed out just where the rotational
executive vice presidency on the UCCA system had failed. The chairman of the
auditing committee simply stated that
Executive Board. ,
Four years ago, at the 12th UCCA his comments concerning the rotation
Congress held in New York, this rota system were.copidd from the previous
tion system was established as a result of report of the auditing committee. (That
a "gentleman's agreement" reached by is impossible since the rotational system
the four Ukrainian Fraternal organiza was instituted in 1976 and the prior
tions (Ukrainian National Association, report of the auditing committee cover
Ukrainian Fraternal Association, Pro ed the UCCA's work prior to 1976).
The delegates simply threw out the
vidence Association of Ukrainian Ca
tholics and the Ukrainian National Aid rotational system without any discuss
Association), whereby the president of ion on the "evaluation" given by the
each of these fraternal organizations chairman of the auditing committee.
would serve as executive vice president And with the rotational system went
on the Executive Board for each one- any hope of achieving unity and har
year term. Previously this position was mony in the Ukrainian community.
exlusively reserved for the president of
UNA. The delegates at that congress

The UCCA's...

KNOW AND BE PROUD OF YOUR UKRAINIAN CHRISTIAN HERITAGE
BUY AND WEAR THE UKRAINIAN MILLENNIUM MEDALLION

UKRAINIAN MILLENNIUM
MEDALLION
(10K GOLD)
The long awaited Ukrainian f
record album by Kyitka^
Cisyk!
MEDALLION IS 10 K
GOLD CROSS EMBOSSED
WITH THE UKRAINIAN
TRIDENT. THE FIGURES
OF ST. VLADIMIR.
ST. OLGA. AND
THE MILLENIUM
DATES.

THE REVERSE
SIDE DEPICTS
THE EARLIEST
UKRAINIAN
ICON.
THE 11th CENTURY
"ORANTA". ICON
OF THE MOTHER
OF GOD

A superb collection of favorite
folksongs and traditional melodies
with magnificent new . i—i-'J
orchestrations and stunning
performances all featuring the
glorious voice of Kvitka! "
The perfect sound for
your holidays!

І і- ;
IN 1988 UKRAINIANS ALL OVER THE WORLD WILL CELEBRATE 1.000 YEARS OF CHRISTIANITY. THE REDEMPTORISTSFATHERS,FATHERS OF
CANADA HAVE ISSUED A 10K GOLD MEDALLION TO COMMEMORATE THIS OCCASION. THIS MEDALLION NOT ONLY IS A BEAUTIFUL PIECE OF
GOLD. BUT DEPICTS THE HISTORY OF UKRAINIAN CHRISTIANITY. WEAR AND EDUCATE OTHER PEOPLE OF YOUR PROUD HERITAGE.
A PERFECT GIFT FOR CHRISTMAS OR ANYTIME FOR S200.00 EACH.
For further information contact Very Reverend Father T. Krawczuk. C.S.S.R., 250 Jefferson Avenue. Winnipeg. Man., Canada R2V 0M6.
tel.: (204) 339-4512 or Joseph A. Kostecki. 39 A Myrtle Street. Craford. N.J. 07016. tel.: (201) 276-0211. after 5 p.m. -

^^^^^ммииммииіиішииниіимм^^

(201) 889-5248

Now available at
many fine Ukrainian gift
shops and record stores. Look for it
today! Or call or write
KMC RECORDS.
76 Minuteman Road
Ridgefield. CT 06877
(212)845-4236
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Ukrainian decorated by Air Force
SHEPPARD AIR FORCE BASE,
Texas - Staff Sgt. Roman Szmagala,
helicopter technician assigned to the
3750th -Consolidated Maintenance
Squadron, has been decorated with the
United States Air Force Commen
dation Medal for his job performance
while stationed at the Naval Air Station
at Keflavik, Iceland.
The medal is awarded to those indivi
duals who demonstrate outstanding
achievement or meritorious service in
the performance of their duties on
behalf of the Air Force.
Mr. Szmagala is son of Mr. and Mrs.
Petro Szmagala of Avona 'Heights.
Wilson. He and his parents are mem
bers of UNA Branch 137 in West
Easton, Pa.

Palijczuk promoted
WESTMINSTER, Md, - Wasyl
Palijczuk, well known sculptor and
painter, has been promoted from
associate professor to full professor at
Western Maryland College, according
to The Hill, a campus publication.
Mr. Palijczuk, chairman of. the art^
department and recent recipient" of the
Faculty Creative Award, came to the
college in 1967. He earned his B.A. and
M.A- at the University of Maryland and
his M^F.A,iat the Maryland Institute of

Staff Sgt. Roman Szmagala

to professor
fellowship at the Rinehart School'`of
Sculpture.
. л „` ' ,y
He has had over 75 one-man shows
throughout the country, exhibiting oils,
water colors and sculptures in wood,
stone, bronze and plastic. In addition,
last summer he was organizer of-the
Ukrainian Festival Art Show at the
Hopkins Plaza in Baltimore. . -- , j ,

After arriving in -the United States
from his native Ukraine following
World War II, Mr. Palijczuk, who had
little formal or art education; worked
his way through public school and, after
a stint in the ULS. Air Force, capped a
varied college -career with a; tw`o^yeat,

Mr. Palijczuk, who traces his career
to his childhood interest in making mud
sculptures of people in his village, told
the Baltimore Evening Sun that he does
not really know'at' what -point his
passion for art first emerged: "I don't
know where my interest or instincts inart comes from," he told reporter Wanda
Dobson. "That's just a mystery that I
can't answer."
'' " "
'

Marine corporal

Philly Ukrainian honored

Art.

'V

receives award
SICKLERVILLE, N.J. - Marine
Cpl. Nicholas Remchuk was recently
awarded a Meritorious Mast in recogni
tion of his superior individual регіо/–.
mance while serving at New River"
Marine.Corps Air Station in Jackson
ville, N.C.
Cpl. Remchuk is the-son of Micholas
and Kathrine Remchuk of Sicklerville,
N.J. The 1977 graduate of Highland
Regional High School in Blackwopd,
N J . joined the Marine Corps in
September 1977.
He is a member of U N A Branch 261.

PHILADELPHIA - Mike Elko was
inducted into the Legion of Honor at a
recent ceremony at the Chapel of Four
Chaplains on North Broad Street here.
The chapel, next to Temple Universi
ty, is dedicated to the four chaplains
who gave their life belts'to four soldiers
when the troopship SS Dorchester sank
off the coast of Newfoundland during
World War II.
This award is given to dedicated
people in their community members.
Mr. Elko is a member of Concerned
Citizens of Port Richmond Civic As
sociation and UNA Branch 45.

Teenagers research a method
to extract oil from tarsands
VANCOUVER - Two teenage in
ventors may have'found the key that
could lead to an economical way of
extracting oil from the Athabasca
tarsands in Alberta, potentially the
largest known oil reserve in the world.
Brian and Harold Yacyshyn, 18 and 17,
respectively, have come up with a device
which uses sonic waves reverberated
through a mixture of tarsand, air and
water to separate the oil from the
worthless sand grains.
The Edmonton teenagers, who have
won five medals at this year's Canada
Wide Science Fair in Thompson, Man.,
have grabbed the attention of oil tech
nology experts who have been working
on the sticky problem since oil was first
discovered in northern Alberta some
years ago.
Although the boys' research line has
been explored before by well-funded
professional researchers, Ted Cyr,
manager of institutional and interna
tional research for the Alberta Oil
Sands Technology and Research Authority told Today, a Canadian maga
zine: "For these young lads this is-an
original invention, and therefore I
consider them to be true inventors, a
rare and valuable breed. People who
come up with such original ideas are the
ones most likely to solve Canada's
energy crisis."

As to the feasibility of the invention,
the Yacyshyns may have licked a
problem which has plagued researchers
working with a sonic generator, namely
the large amount of energy needed to
run the sonic generator and problems
recycling the solvents used to accelerate
the separation process.
According to Today, the brothers got
up to 80 percent of the bitumen (tar) out
of their samples. In addition, they found
solvents that could be recycled with
relatively little loss.
Mr. Cyr, however, remains cautious
although he admits to being intrigued.
He told Today :"What they have done
does appear to work on a bench scale. It
would be quite interesting to see what
happens if it is scaled up."

Slavonic club founded
DURHAM, N.C. - Steve J. NetefQr, a former New Yorker now residing
in Ejurham, N.C, recently founded a
Slavonic American Club here.
The club,, which has 42 members
primarily of Ukrainian, Polish and
Czech descent, held its first meeting at
the local Ramada Inn.
For further information call Mr.
Netefor at (919) 544-3307.

NOTICE
To Secretaries and Organizers
Of the UNA
The 1980 Membership Campaign ends Decem
ber 31. 1979 therefore we will accept applicat-on of
new members only to December 31. 1980.
We urge you to make every effort to fulfill your
quota and mail in your applications early enouqh to
reach the Home Office by December 31 1980.
UNA HOME OFFICE

Г09Ф9ФФЗ

HOLIDAY SEASON AT SOYUZIVKA
Wednesday, December 31,' 1980

/VEIV YEAR'S EVE

N O T I C E
WITH THE SPECIAL PROGRAM
NEW YEAR'S EVE SUPPER
by reservations only.

To UNA Members
and Branches

DANCE to the tunes of SOYUZIVKA
ORCHESTRA

Members and Branches of the Ukrainian National As
sociation are hereby notified that with the ending of
its fiscal year the Home Office of UNA must close
its accounts and deposit in banks all money received
from Branches

Tuesday, January 6,1981

No Later Than Noon,
of December 31, 1980
Money received later cannot be credited to 1980.
Therefore we appeal to all members of the UNA to
pay their dues this month as soon as possible and all
Branches to remit their accounts and money in time
to be received by the Home Office no later than noon
of WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 31. 1980.
Notice is hereby given that Branches which send
their dues late wiil be shown as delinquent and in
arrears on the annual report.
UNA Home Office

CHRJSTMAS SUPPER

rutmaj

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT and CAROLS
0
This is the ideal way to give the
housewives a Christmas treatl

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ESTATE
Kerhonkson, N.Y.

m

Tel.: (914) 626-5641

No Place Like Soyuzivka at Christmas Holidays
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Jewish emigration from the Soviet
Union had been encouraging after
Belgrade but why has it dropped more
than 50 percent this year when the
number of those who want to leave has
risen? The relaxation of emigration of
Armenians is encouraging; still many
Armenians are not allowed to leave.
For a Ukrainian, Lithuanian. Latvian.
Estonian or Russian to be reunified
with his family is extraordinarily diffi
cult even incases offirstdegree kinship.
And we would like to know why some
50,000 Pentecostals. Baptists and other
Christians currently are not allowed to
emigrate from the Soviet Union.

Shestack:
(Continued from page 7)

Even more disturbing is the fact that
many are incarcerated or internally
exiled where it seems (o us their only
crime was pressing for emigration and
protesting refusal.
There are also pathetic cases of long
separation from loved ones. Many of
those involve American citizens seeking
reunification with close relatives from
the Soviet Union. Some of these 1 know
personally. Galina Golsman Michaelson of Moscow has been trying to rejoin
her husband, Anatol, now in Florida,
Mr. Chairman, the signing of the
for over 24 years! This couple, by now,
are elderly and in poor health. Grigory Final Act raised great hopes and ехрес–
Gimpelson of Leningrad has been tations among the people of all 35
separated from his wife and son in the signatory nations: That they would be
United States for three years. Uldis able to travel more freely, visit their
Kaps, an Estonian, has been trying relatives and rejoin family members
since 1968,first,just to visit and later, to abroad; expectations that the partici
rejoin his sister and 80-year-old mother pating states would honor their com
in the United States. A distinguished mitments: hopes that human rights and
physicist, Eduard Lozansky, emigrated human contacts would be the corner
in 1977 and has been seeking permission stones of peace. While we acknowledge
ever since for his wife and daughter to that progress has been made for the
join him. Also of particular concern to most part, those great expectations
us are the American citizens living in the have not yet been realized. We should
USSR who have been repeatedly denied address those hopes in this Conference.
exit permission and, like many of the
From freedom of movement, it is
divided family cases, are subject to har
assment by local authorities. natural to take up various cultural and
social rights of those who remain; these
Similarly, practices in Czechc-Slova- are protected by language in Basket HI.
kia. the GDR,Bulgaria and Rumania The United States has a deep interest in
too often show a disregard for Basket these areas also and is working hard to
III objectives. We frequently find there overcome our own remaining deficien
the imposition of a maze of procedural cies in treatment of ethnic minorities in
obstacles to reunification, numerous our country.
whimsical and arbitrary denials and
Here the record in some Eastern
exertion of psychological and material European nations is dismal. For exam
pressures against people requesting exit ple, a large group in the Soviet Union
visas. Many of the obstacles to reunifi that suffers from widespread loss of cul
cation and emigration appear to have tural as well as religious rights are
no basis in the laws of the nations Ukrainians whose language, culture and
involved. They surely are contrary to institutions are being eroded through a
the language and spirit of the Final Act. steady campaign of harassment by sovi
Perhaps, too, in a businesslike way. et authorities.
we can discuss the larger issue of free
The Soviet state also restricts the
movement of peoples under Basket III. rights of Jews to live as members of an

Negotiations..
(Continued from page 1)

(Ukrainian Fraternal Association)
and Roman Danyluk (United Ukrai
nian Veterans).
The UCCA committee was com
posed of Dr. Dobriansky, Askold
Lozynskyj, Ignatius Billinsky, Lew
Futala, Evhen Ivashkiv, Alexander
Kalynyk, Bohdan Todoriw and Jaroslaw Sawka.

m

The representaives of the Commit
tee for Law and Order presented
their proposals as a basis for the
return to the UCCA of the 27 central
Ukrainian organizations it repres
sers.
Discussions lasted over two hours.
Since nothing was accomplished, the
committees agreed to meet again on
Friday, January 16,1981, for further
discussions on the proposals.

шштяттттшвтшштяттшттшятвтвттшаттяятт

To The Weekly confributors:
,
We greatly appreciate the materials — feature articles, news stories, pi ess
dippings, letter to the editor, and the like - - we receive from ur readers.
In order to facilitate preparation of The Ukrainian Weekly, we ask that the
guidelines listed below are followed.
9 News stories should be sent in not later than 10 days after the occurrence of a
given Vvent.
Ф Information about upcoming events must be received by noon of the
Monday before the date of The Weekly edition in which the information is to be
published.
t AH materials must be typed and double-spaced.
0 Newspaper and magazine dippings must be accompanied by the name of
the publication and the date of the edition.
9 Photographs submitted for publication must be black and white (or color with
good contrast). They will be returned only when requested and accompanied by a Щ
stamped, addressed envelope.
Щ
Ф Correct English-language spellings of names must be provided.
Ц
All materials are published at the discretion of the editor and are subject to Щ
editing where necessary
Щ
Thank you for your interest.
5

-Editor

I
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ethnic and religious minority. There is a
lack of Jewish schools for the study of
Jewish culture and the Hebrew lan
guage. A would-be teacher of Hebrew
was imprisoned in Siberia for two years
because he chose to teach Hebrew.
There is also a great shortage of rabbis.
of synagogues and of religious articles
to meet the needs of the Jewish popula
tion. There are disturbing accounts of
discrimination against Jews in educa
tion and sciences and of increasing
difficulties in gaining admission to
universities and graduate studies. But
that is not all. There are also most dis
turbing reports of voluminous antiSemitic sentiments thinly disguised as
anti-Zionism appearing in the Soviet
press and media.
Still another deplorable discrimina
tion is that against the 500,000 Crimean
Tatars. In 1978, the Soviet authorities
issued legal decrees which prevented
Crimean Tatar families from returning
to their homeland in Crimea after their
exile in Central Asia. Families in the
Crimea were harshly expelled and
Tatars who protested such treatment
were imprisoned. This is only one
example of Soviet discriminatory prac
tices against its Muslim minority.
In a number of other nations in
Eastern Europe national minorities are
discriminated against and deprived of
the opportunity to nourish their culture.
The various obstacles preventing such
minorities from preserving and advanc
ing their language, culture, institutions
and literature should surely be removed
in compliance with the Final Act.
We turn now to the obligations under
Basket III to "facilitate the freer and
wider dissemination of information of
all kinds." Basket III is closely intert
wined with the portion of Principle Vll
which confirms "the right of the indivi
dual to know and act upon his rights
and duties" in the field of human rights.
We believe this was one of the outstand
ing achievements of the Final Act. The
free flow of information is explicitly
treated in Basket III and is certainly a
fruitful contribution to the trust and
confidence needed for detente to flou
rish. Unfortunately, much remains to be
done to implement -these provisions.
We emphasize that unless journalists
are protected in their freedoms, the
right to know is bound to be affected.
Therefore, we view with particular
concern developments which have
threatened and harassed journalists.
For example, the GDR has recently
taken steps to restrict Western journa
lists. All interviews and inquiries into
state, economic and social matters must
now be authorized by the government.
In June 1979, the GDR made it a crimi
nal offense for citizens to convey to
foreign citizens any information which
could be considered detrimental to the
state. And there are other needless ha
rassing impediments.
Surely we should address all such
concerns. One of the unfortunate as
pects of restrictions is that thev often
can become reciprocal. Would it not be
productive for all of us to compile a list
of restrictions that each nation places
on the flow of printed, filmed and
broadcast information and on journa
lists and to exhibit the will to eliminate
them one by one? Hopefully, that will be
done.
Mr. Chairman, the Helsinki Final
Act also calls for "the dissemination of
information by radio — to meet the
interest of mutual understanding among peoples." Similar provisions are
contained in Article 11 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and
Article 35 of the International Telecom
munication Convention. Nevertheless,
, the.jSmaeia(Union. hQfflmgmgjtojiffl
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broadcasts of Radio Liberty, and Bul
garia and Czecho-Slovakia have jam
med the broadcasts of Radio Free
Eucope ever since the creation of the
two stations: this jamming'continues.
Moreover, the Voice of America has
been jammed intermittently by the
Soviet Union since 1948. On September'
10. 1973. a month before the opening of
the Geneva CSCE meeting, the Soviet
Union ceased its jamming of VOA — an
action which my government then
welcomed publicly. However, on Au
gust 20 of this year, three weeks before
the opening of the Madrid CSCE
preparatory meeting, the Soviet Union
reimposed its jamming on VOA — an
action which was as negative a prelude
to this Madrid meeting as its earlier
action had been a positive prelude to the
Geneva meeting. The BBC and Deutsc
he Welle were jammed at the same time.
There can be no defense of this action,
which is a clear violation of the Final
Act and the other agreements. 1 would
note in passing that Radio Moscow
broadcasting in English to the United
States averages 87 hours and 30 minutes
perweek. It has never been jammed and
it never will be.
Mr. Chairman, while expressing our
concern, in our view none of these issues
is beyond reconciliation. We are anxi
ous to effect reconciliation. We hope
that one of the outcomes of our sessions
will be to evolve' specific ways in the
spirit of Basket Three for improving
conditions for journalists and for
insuring the free flow of information.
Mr. Chairman, on our part we wish
to emphasize that the United States has
sought to address many of the problems
which were raised at Belgrade by Eas
tern signatory states. For example, in
the cultural and educational area we are
pleased by progress that we Have made
in furthering exchanges with many
Eastern European states. We have
initiated new programs to acquaint our
citizens more fully with the culture and
language of other signatory states. We
have also undertaken studies of defects
in our visa and passport administration,
and we hope to focus further on these
subjects and others.
We have listened carefully to criti
cisms and suggestions and have made a
good-faith effort to respond. And we
stand ready to do so again. We ask only
that others join with us in a similar
spirit.
Mr. Chairman, because of prescrip
tions of time, we have highlighted only a
few of our interests under Basket 111. In
the following weeks, we hope not only
to have a more thorough review of
implementation but to approach that
review with an eye to ultimately evolv
ing remedial measures. Our approach,
which we hope will be appealing to
others, will be:
a) to candidly acknowledge the areas
where the implementation by any of us
falls short;
b) to match review of shortcomings
with practical suggestions later for
remedial actions;
c) to appraise fairly the potential of
each suggestion that will be made;
d) to consider establishing expert
groups for specialized areas;
e) to encourage means to further
advances in implementation.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we
must continue to work on Process and
Progress. We sincerely hope that the
human rights and human contacts
provisions of the Final Act will not be
viewed through an adversary prism but
as steps to further human dignity, as
building blocks to create the structure
of detente, and'as ways and means to
inspire trust and confidence among all
of our peoples.
;Ї. ,Т4іапк.,уои..;Мг..:Сі^иі?тап.-їй 5-

